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Tigers finally rattle
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NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
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WASIIINGTON -- Rep.
Edward Madigan, R-111., appears
to be traveling a smooth road to
Senate confirmation as secretary
of Agriculture. The 55-year-old
lawmaker, a 16-yeal veteran of
the House Agriculture and Energy and Commerce committees,
was appearing before the Senate
panel today as it considered his
nomination.

LAURA KING
As civil strife intensified in Iraq.
U.S. military officials said today
that it Was too soon to tell if Saddam Hussein was in serious danger
of being overthrown. Iraq said
today it had released the last allied
POWs, but the first allied release.
of Iraqi prisoners was delayed.
Thirty-five POWs — including
15 Americans — were turned over

DS the Redtilis in Baghdad today.
A day earlier, 10 allied prisoners,
six of them Americans, had been
freed.
In Geneva, Red Cross spokesMan Peter Fliiege said they would
be flo.vn to Saudi Arabia today on
a Red Cross-chartered plane if
weather permits.
Bad weather was apparently
stalling what was to have been the
first planned release of Iraqi prisoners by the allies. U.S. comman-

ders said 294 Iraqi POWs were to
be flown from an air base in northern Saudi Arabia to Baghdad today
but poor visibility threatened to
delay the operation...
U.S. military officials had earlier
expressed concern that the turmoil
in Iraq could slow prisoner
exchanges. Today, that turmoil was
said to be growing.
The worst unrest appeared to be
centered around Basra, in southern
Iraq, where remnants of Saddam's

Up and over

SAN ANTONIO — The
NBA has given the San Antonio
Spurs permission to sign guard
David Wingate to a contract.
Last Friday, Wingate and the
Spurs agreed to contract terms
pending league approval.

Mostly cloudy and mild
tonight with a 30 percent chance
of showers. Lows near 45. Wind
southwest 10 to 15 mph.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky% Lake
354.5, +0.1 below 328.5, -2.8
Barkley Lake
,-0.1 below 331.2. -4.7
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

(Cont'd on page 2)

"Winchester has played • a big
part in our proram. We have also
held fundraisers at local stores and
Regardless of the cease fire generated S300 in total funds from
called in the recent war with Iraq. sales of buttons, caps and bumper
Murray support groups will remain stickers," Burris said.
in session offering comfort and
Membership in the group confriendship until loved ones are tinues to grow ranging anywhere
returned to the states and as long as from 12 to 32 in attendance. We
group members are still benefitting have "staff and friends who have
from the-togetherness.
relatives in the Middle East. We
Doris Burris, a local business also have members who come to
owner, initiated the organization, simply lend moral support," Burris
after her 23 year-old son was serli said.
to defend his country. "I called
"The cease fire has definetly
Peggy Billington, and asked her if made a difference. The stress has
there was a local support group. I lessened because we are no longer
felt there was a need for one and fearing that our friends and family
We.o
.pe.ned our business to anyone will be hurt, injured or killed,"
who was interested. Peggy came Burris said, "But our fears will not
out and assisted us with the first be resolved until our people come
0 few meetings," she said.
home."
Hal Winchester regularly contriThe format of the support sesbutes funds to the group with pro- sions is loose,
with various guests
-•ceeds from the sale of buttons, coming and speaking
at each meetcaps, bumper stickers. Since the ing. "People
from all capacities
group origin'ated Feb. 4, the group
have come talk with us, from milihas become more organized, with
tary personnnel to ministers. My
officers to handle the funds as well intention as to create
a close-bit,
as a publicity person who keeps the
community informed of group
(Cont'd on page 2)
activities.
Murray L•dger & Times Staff Writer

SPORTS

FORECAST

believed to be in "serious danger."
The other 15, all French, were
last heard from on Sunday.
In Basra, Republican Guard
troops were operating checkpoints
And exchanging machine-gun fire
with the regular army, U.S. military officials in Saudi Arabia said
today.
'•You get'the distinct impression

By MARIANNA ALEXANDER

FRANKFORT, Ky. — A bill
to raise money for Medicaid
through a tax on health-care
providers was signed into law
Monday-by Gov. Wallace Wilkinson. The bill would impose an
assessment on doctors, dentists,
nursing homes and home health
services that take part in Medicaid. the state-federal program
for the poor.

• M'ASiliNGTON — A congressional watchdog agency
took issue with key recommendations in the Bush administration's sweeping banking reform
proposal.

loyalist, Republican Guards and
anti-government trdops were facing
off with tanks. U.S. military officials said.
Twenty-six journalists .on their
way to cover the unrest in the area
around Basra were reported missing today.
Eleven. of the journalists —
American, Italians and Britons —
were last seen about 25 miles south
of Basra on Monday, and the U.S.
Central Command said they were

Support group continues
despite cease-fire pact

STATE

BUSINESS

50-CENTS

Civil strife grows in Iraq; allied POWs freed
Associated Press Writer

MURRAY. KY

TUESDAY AFTERNOON, MARCH 5, 1991

•;,

An abandoned concrete lot downtown turned into a haven for skateboarders during warm weather Monday. Above, skateboarder Jeff Hughes, seated, watches his friend, Matt Lahm, perform aerobatic tricks off
a small ramp with his board.
_ .
sun' Oa° by Mark Cooper

4

Thousands of students
may lose their licenses
From AP, Staff Reports
The names of thousands of Kentucky students who performed
poorly academically or dropped out
have been sent to the state Transportation Cabinet for a decision on
whether their driver's licenses will
be revoked.
The reason is a new state law
passed last year that requires students ages 16 and 17 to earn passing grade in at least four courses
to keep a driver's license or be able
to obtain one. Students also may
lose their licenses if they drop out
of school or have more than eight
unexcused absences per semester.
Since the "no-pass, no-drive''
law took effect Aug. 1, Kentucky
school districts have sent the
Transportation Cabinet the names
of 2,773 students who do not meet
the criteria, according to cabinet
spokeswoman Angela Siegel.
Across Kentucky, 30 school districts so far have been given permission to participate in the voluntary no pass, no drive program.
Applications from three others are
pending, said Pctic Day, assistant
director of the state Education
Department's Office of Dropout
Prevention and Alternative
Education.
That means, he said, that 34.5
percent of the public school students enrolled in grades 9 through
12 in Kentucky — or 62,540 of
181,176 students — attend schools
involved in the program.
Murray Independent School Dis-

trict has not applied for the program and it "May have some merit,"
according to Murray Superintendent Dr. Paul Jones, "but there may
be other ways to get young people
to work harder" in school, he said.
gidray High School Principal
Bill Wells said he very much supported other principals in high
dropout ratelituations who use the
program added the program would
do little good at Murray because of
its extremely low (1.33 percent)
dropout rate.'
"We are one of the ten leading
'schools (in the state) in (the fewest) number of dropouts, and we're
very thankful for that," Wells said.
"For schools with high dropout
rates, it's a good way to keep students in school.
Calloway County School District
also has not yet applied for the
• program, according to superintendent Dr. Jack Rose, who said other
programs have keep school administrators busy this year.
"We will more than likely apply
for the program next year," Rose
said. "If it saves one or two youngsters it's probably worth it."
Students at risk of losing their
licenses may appeal the revocation
in state District Court by explaining to a judge why it would create
an undue hardship if the license
were taken away. So far, Siegel
said, hardship waivers have been
granted to about 20 teen-agers
statewide.
(Cont'd on page 2)

Celebrate Women
The Fourth Annuli Celebrate Women Conference is
being held today at the
Curris Center on the Murray State University campus.
The conference is held in
conjunction with "Women's
History Month," celebrated
throughout March. Today's
celebration will offer lectures, workshops, panel discussions, an art exhibit and
keynote luncheon address.
The
day of events will be
4
concluded with a reception
at Oakhurst, hosted by Dr.
and Mrs. Ronald Kurth.
Pictured right, is Charlene
Kurth, first lady of MSU,
and Navy wife of 36 years.
Kurth explains her Russian
attire, and the significance
of each article of clothing,
before relating "Life as a
Woman in the Soviet
Union," based on her personal experiences.

„

Staff Ode by Marianna Alexander

Governor: lottery may Make goal
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
Kentucky lottery may be able to
meet its target of delivering $84
million to the state treasury this
year, according to Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson and a lottery official.
Wilkinson said Monday he was
"not worried about the lottery, and
it still might make its original
projections."

The Democratic governor said
less than originally projected. They
lottery President Jim Hosker told said sales were up, but not as much
him recently that the lottery this as expected.
year could hit its projected $84
The state's fiscal year ends June
million revenue for the state.
30. Last year, the lottery gave the
Last fall, lottery officials said
state $67.97 million.
the amount of money the Kentucky
Hosker, who succeeded Frank
Lottery Corp. was expected to turn
Keener in November, said Monday
Over 10 the state during the current
budget year would be $16 million (Cont'd on page 2),-
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POWs freed...

•

Amara, SamaWah and Kut.
Pentagon officials had said ear(Coned from page 1)
lier the U.S. military also had
that it's growing... there is a reports of
unrest in An Najaf, Az
groundswell toward greater civil Zubayr, Al
Kumayt and Qalat
disobedience," one U.S. military
Salih.
official said, speaking on condition
The Iraqi opposition. in separate
of anonymity.
reports from Iran and Syria. said.
"At the same time I wouldn't
Karbala and An Najaf had fallen
guess right now how it might turn
into the .hands of anti-Saddam rioout. The one thing that Saddam
ters Monday evening. The reports
does best is handle things like this._ could not
be independently
although this could be his greatest
verified.
challenge," the official said.
" Baghdad Radio. without menHe said the situation was too tioning the demon
strations, bitterly
fluid to predict whether Saddam
attacked the allies in a commentary
would be able to keep control.
Monday night: aceusing them of a
Refugee accounts, too, spoke of "conspiracy", to
"disturb Iraq's
unrest flaring in one city after security and natio
nal unity."
another. In addition to Basra, refuIn announcing today's POW
gees reaching the Iraqi border town
release. Baghdad Radio said Iraq
of Safwan said demonstrators were has "completed
the handing over
marching in the cities of Nasiriyah, of all prisoners
of the countries that
Karbala, Shutra, Suq ash-Shuyukh, had taken
pin in_.military opera -

Lions against Iraq."
were able to telephone their famiThe Red Cross said the prisoners lies for the first time since
their
were 15 Americans, nine Brito
ns, release.
nine Saudis, an Italian and a
"I'm pleased to report that they
Kuwaiti.
are all in good shape and in good
Following Monday's release, at spirits," said Air Force Col. Wynn
least 54 allied troops were listed as Mabry, who headed
the medical
missing and at least eight as still- team checking the former
captives
tiglid POWs. Six Americans were on a flight from Jordan.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
among those known to still be held
said there was no real evi- chillito raise money for Medicaid
and 35 Americans were listed as dence of torture or serio
through a. tax on health-care prous malmissing.
viders was signed into law Monday
treatment of the POWs. Three BriThe six American POWs who tons and an Italian
by
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson.
were freed
were freed on Monday arrived at Monday along with the
He
called it "an act of financial
Ameri
cans,
the U.S. hospital ship Mercy in the and the Britons
traveled on to genius" that will draw millions of
Persian Gulf state after a I7-hour Cyprus.
federal dollars to the state.
trip from the Iraqi capital via
The bill would impose an assessThe release of prisoners was
Jordan.
among truce terms agreed to at ment on doctors, dentists, nursing
Army Spc. Melissa Rathbun- talks on Sunday
homes and home health services
betwe
Nealy, 20, of Grand Rapids, Mich.. Iraqi corwanders. en allied and
that take part in Medicaid, the
the only female _POW of the PerIn Kuwait, medical workers are state-federal program for the poor.
sian Gulf War, carried a bouquet of
Kentilcky cat qualify for $2.74
still
trying to determine the scale of
flowers as she arrived aboard ship.
from the feder11 government for
atroci
ties
commi
tted
by the Iraqi every
Once on deck, she and the other
SI it spends co Medicaid.
s .forces
Doctors and others who Agy the
assessment are guaranteed to
recou
p it, and most will get back at
L•Cig
6 a.m.-10 pm
least twice as much. Wilkinson
Daily
said.
liniautent
12th & Sycamore
The 1990 General Assembly
enacted similar legislation for
*Big Breakfast Special - Everyday $1.85
hospitals.

Wilkinson signs
new bill to raise
Medicaid money

•

A FRIEND YOU CAN DEPEND ON

407 Maple St.

753-4451

*Country Ham Breakfast Special - Sat. & Sun.
*Weekday Noon Buffet w/Salad Bar - $3.9
5I
*Big Sunday Noon Buffet w/Solaa Bar
- $3.95
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SPRING WARDROBE SAVINGS
SALE STARTS WEDNESDAY, MARCH 6'

FOR LADIES
BUILD YOUR CAREER
WARDROBE AND SAVE
20%

•

OFF

PURCHASES UP TO $100

•

2504

• 17

OFF

PURCHASES 100.01 TO $250

•

30%

OF:

PURCHASES 250.01 AND UP
Wardrobe sale includes:

..41.1. DRESSES. SUITS, CAREER

• BLOUSES & CAREER SEPARATES
Misses, Petites & Women's sizes.

Women, wardrobe saie effective Through
March _9th
.. .

JEWELRY
4004_5004

OFF

14K GOLD CHAINS,
BRACELETS & EARRINGS

SPRING DECORATOR
52u
3004 OFF

ALL USA OLYMPIC BRAND FLEECE

2504
Jse of •iJSOC
prices e".-;

PURCHASES OF '30 TO 199.99

SAVE ON ALL
.ALL* SHEETS
.ALL* TOWELS
.ALL* BLANKETS,
BEDSPREADS AND 1,4
COMFORTERS
.ALL* PILLOWS
.ALL* ACCENT RUGS
.ALL* BATH
ACCESSORIES
AND MORE!

Office Phone:
759-1400
Catalog__Phone:
759-4080
1-800-222-6161

Salon Hours:
Mon.-Tues.-Wed. 10-8
Thurs. & Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6; Sun. 1-5

Floral dresses with pucker accents
dresses, dress/hat sets and more

17,99 & 23.99

SAVE ON ALL MEN'S DOCKERS"

NOW 21.99 TO 29.99

krit

Sale prices or Ocraeve Own,
* rhrough Saturday lidarci, 16

Sac pr,ces e'lect,ye through Saturday P4a• -r-

SALE

•

200/. 2504

SAVE ON ALL JEANSWEAR FROM
THE ORIGINAL ARIZONA JEAN
COMPANY"'

KNIT SHIRTS FROM THE ORIGINAL
ARIZONA JEAN COMPANYTm

ALL GIRLS EASTER DRESSES

•

FOR MEN

SALE

ard •err".ncagy .5 a..no,,,zed by
-•
Li S Code Sect.c,-, .138C Sat— Suihcay Ma,•,.:

FOR BOYS AND GIRLS
2504 OFF

OFF

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat: 10-9
Sun. 1210-5:30 •

OFF

ALL USA OLYMPIC BRAND
FOOTWEAR

PURCHASES OF '200 TO 299.99

5.•-!

you

50% OFF

2504 oFF

200%

Available at JCPenney stores with fine jewelr
y depart
merits Store selection may vary, ff an item is
not available
at your nearest JCPenney store, we will gladly
order it by

FOR MEN AND WOMEN

PURCHASES OF '300 AND OVER

•••.

OFF

109.99

TOWNCRAF7 2-PIECE SUIT

EASTER ACCESSORIES FOR BOYS &
GIRLS

SAVE ON TOWNCRAFT" DRESS SHIRTS

2004

NOW

OFF

ALL BOYS' AND GIRLS'
CASUAL SHOES

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A
50-year-old Paducah woman has
been charged in the slashing and
gunshot staying of her husband at
the home, authorities said.
Mary Ann Long is charged with
murder in the death of her husband,
William L. Long, 58, who police
said was a laborer at a Paducah
boat yard.
Paducah police reported they
were called Sunday morning after
the couple's 'adult son, Phillip,
went to his parents' house to have
breakfast and found his father's
mutilated body lying in the floor in
a front bedroom.
Mary Ann Long was not at(the
home, police said.
McCracken County Coroner Jerry Beyer said that when he arrived.
Long's body was lying on its back
with a kitchen-type cleaver stuck in
it.
Beyer said Long apparently died
between ,5:30 a.m. and 6:30 a.m.
CST Sunday. Beyer said the man
was shot several times in the chest,
abdomen and arms and had "multiple stab and slash wounds" to his
chest, abdomen, arms, legs and
head.
About two hours after police
were called, Mary Ann Long
walked up to the house "wet and
cold," officers said.
Sgi Steve Haines, city police
public information officer, said she
apparently had been "wandering
around and went into the river. She
possibly had tried to commit
suicide."
The woman was treated at an
area hospital, charged and lodged
in the McCracken County Jail.

Fulton resident
indicted by jury
on pornography

2504

OFF

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here are Monday's winning
numbers selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3: 2-4-9.
61990, JCP•nney Coomorry,lAc.
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Group...
(Cont'd from page 1)
family atmosphere, and with our
small group, we have been able to
become closer, get acquainted with
everyone and see to individual
needs," Burris said.
__ "I have gotten pleasure and.satisfaction from the group meetings. I
have met new people, and shared
with them. We are all feeling the
same feelings, and it is rewarding,
it helps lessen the stress," Burris
said.

Students...
(Cont'd from page 1)
The staie's largest school district, Jefferson County, has submitted the names of 980 students who
passed fewer than four courses last
fall and another 330 who either
dropped out or had too many unexcused absences, said Stan Whitaker, the district's director of pupil
personnel. -

Scoi

Whitaker said Monday that he
thinks the new law "is working as
far as keeping kids in school,"
although he acknowledged it's too
early to say for sure. So far this
year, he said,. only about 600 county students have quit school, compared with 648 who had quit by
this time last year.

The Na
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extended
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ben 30.
Locatec
ray State
kicking c
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State. Rep. Mike Ward, a Louisville Democrat who sponsored the
bill in last year's General Assembly, said Monday, "I've been
delighted with it - so'far."
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ALL BOYS DRESS-UP SUITED
SEPARATES

A preliminary hearing has been
set for next Tuesday for a former
Tennessee man accused of robbing
Peoples First National Bank and
Trust Co. Friday, according to a
published report.
Sherman William Gee, 29, of
1028 S. 5th Street, was arraigned
Monday on a charge of first-degree
robbery and ordered held in lieu of
a 525,000 cash bond, the report
said.
Gee, formerly of Dixon, Terri.,
was arrested at 5:50 p.m. Friday at
his residence after Paducah police
and FBI agents investigated the
1:30 p.m. robbery.
District Judge David Reed also
arraigned Robert E. Galusha Jr.,
19, of La Center, Monday on theft
charges in which he is accused of
stealing a car in Daviess County
after walking away from the
McCracken County Jail Jan. 30, the
report said.
Galusha was charged on a Dayiess County warrant with theft over
5100 in property:according to the
report. He was apprehended following a high speed chase in
Evansville, Ind., Feb. 21, after also
escaping Feb. 10 from the Massac
County, Ill., Jail.

A Fulton man has been indicted
by a federal grand jury in Louisville for allegedly using the U.S. (Cont'd from page 1)
Postal Service to send and receive he stood by his statement to the
pornographic photographs, accord- governor.
ing to a published report.
"I'm hopeful we can pull it
Ray Brady Williamson, 49, of off," he said. "It's still a big job
RL 4, Fulton, was charged with
but we've been having somej big
two counts of mailing child pornoweeks with big jackpots, and sales
graphy and one count of receiving
are doing well," he said. "I know
it through the mail, according to
we can pull it off if we have some
the report.
more giant jackpots in Lotto
The indictment alleges WilliamAmerica and Lotto Kentucky, and
son mailed a sexually explicit
we might even be able to do it
photograph of a "minor male' July
without them."
30, 1986. and film negatives of
Speaking after a ceremony at the
sexually explicit photographs of Capitol in which he signed into
law
minor boys Jan. 29, 1990, from
a bill that will raise more money
Paducah.
for the state Medic-aid program,
Count three of the, indictment
Wilkinson also rapped some gubercharges Williamson received sexnatorial candidates, especially'
ually explicit photographs in the
Republica Larry Forgy, who have
mail June 28, 1990, at his Fulton criticized the lottery.
home, according to the report.
"They are barking up the wrong
political tree," he said. "Threefourths of the people lbw the lotKENTUCKY
tery and it's sound and is
LOTTERY
working."

SAVE ON ALL LEVI'S' DENIM JEANS

Save on boys' strap and buckleisgyles, girls'
ballet slippers, skimmers and more

25°4

21,99 TO 31.99

Paducah,woman
to face charges.
for slaying her
husband at home

cc

Judge sets hearing
for alleged bank
robber, arraigns
La Center resident

!j cis1if wiggly
1911101011 ldOKAYW IRA UAW
Aft

SCIIIHALGLBUL

In an accident report Monday, is
was incorrectly reported that Stacy
Ingram, 17, of Rt. 1, Farmington,
apparently pulled out in front of
another vehicle driven by 16-yearold Tyiesha D. Crouse, of 1121
Circlerama, Murray. According to
a report from the Murray Police
Department,' the Ingram vehicle
struck the Crouse vehicle after
Crouse apparently pulled out in
front of Ingram's vehicle.
The Murray Led;er & Times
regrets the error and is happy to set
the record straight.
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CCFR training

Warren named as Distinguished Lecturer
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Volunteers firemen of the Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad gathered Saturday at the former home
of Ray Dunn in Midway for fire training. The home was donated for the training by Dunn after it was
heavily damaged by fire this fall. All openings to the home were boarded or covered to allow smoke to fill
the home. Firemen then took turns entering the smoke-filled building with masks and air tanks for valuable "live" training.(See letter to the editor on page 4).

Vick completes Mentorship program with bank

11

LeAnne Vick, a senior at Calloway
County High
.,School.-recently tornpleted a month-long work assignment
at the Bank of Murray through paNcipation in the Calloway County High
School Mentorship Program.
The Mentorship Program is designed to bridge th&school and community into a learning environment
for students. While providing personal career and educational growth
for the students outside of the school
building, the Mentorship also provides students with opportunities to
learn through ''hands-on" experiences
with personnel from area businesses
and professions.
The purposes of the Mentorship
Program are to (1) increase business
and community involvement in related'school curriculum and instructional matters.'(2) To motivate and
challenge students to excel in their
studies, (3) to foster a bettef understanding of the free enterprise system.
and (4) to develop a better understanding of public agencies, cornmunity'organiations, institutions and
the services they provide.
The daughter of Patricia and Freddie Vick. Almo-Shiloh Road, she has

Alex M. Warren Jr., senior vice
president of Toyota Moter Manufacturing, U.S.A.. Inc., in Georgetown will speak at the 13th annual
Distinguished Lecture in Business
Administration banquet at Murray
State University Tuesday evening,
April 2.
His lecture titled "The Toyota
Production System — What,Makes
It Work?" will follow a buffet dinner to begin at 6:30 pAn, in the
Curris Center ballroom.
Tickets are $12. Reservations
may be made by calling Kondall
Rezabek at (502) 762-6970 no later
than Wednesday, March 27.
As the senior American executive for Toyota, Warren has a
'broad range _of prodaction'and
administrative responsibilities. He
joined Toyota in October 1986.
Warren is a former senior vice
president of Leaseway Transportation Corporation in Cleveland and
has also held executive positions at
U.S. Steel, Rockwell International
and Allegheny International.
A native of Augusta, Ga., he
earned the bachelor's degree in
political science in 1962 and the
law degree in 1965 at the University of'Kentucky. In 1979, Warren
earned the master of business
administration _degree at the'University of Chicago.
He serves on various national,
state and regional boards, including
United Way of the Bluegrass and
-National Minority Supplier Development Council and was a founder
of Bluegrass _Tomorrow, a regional
planning group which he serves as
president.
Warren will be introducted by
Dr. John Thompson, dean of the
College of Business and Public
Affairs at Murray State. Jerry Kelly, plant manager of Fisher-Price in
Murray and president of the Four
Rivers Manufacturers Council, will
serve as the master of ceremonies.
The Distinguished Lecture in
Business Administration at Murray

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N.

Ross Insurance Agency

0
112/
111141"111
02

Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our -Price & Coverage
6th & Main

753-0489
it 111.1C SVIO ICE

I Do Science
-7.71

•

the Bank of Murray said, -We are
happy to have the opportunity: to
participate in the Calloway County
High School Mentorship Program.
givi,ng high school students some
hands-on experience with the real
business world."

K

entucky has abundant natural beauty. Science
helps us to understand, appreciate and preserve
our precious environment. At the Cooperative
Extension Service we help students and adults
learn more about the world around them . . .
James Phelps, Jt:'- County Extension Agent

Gateway ,Park will be open on
Saturdays and Sundays only during
the months of April, May, September and October. The Park will follow regular museum hours from
June 1 through Labor Day. Groups

Hindman. Kentucky
•

must make reservations.
For more information please
contact the National Scouting
Museum, Murray State University,
Murray, Ky. 42071, or call
762-3383.

THE KENTUCKY SCIENCE 4i
,
)
I)TECHNOLOGY COUNCIL, INC.
"Creating Opportunities
ugb Science and Technology"

Alex M. Warren Jr.

Tobacco, alcohol dealers may be overpaying taxes
WASHINGTON (AP) — It's pliance but does not want one cent
hard to imagine the government more than the amounts owed."
Overpayments are averaging
telling taxpayers to stop sending
money, but that's what the Bureau under S100, but some have been as
of Alcohol. Tobacco and Firearms iiigh as „S657:1w tritich; the ATF
is doing.
,
Many dealers selling alcbholic
At the current rate, ATF would
beverages and cigarettes are paying collect at least S4 million more
taxes they do not owe, the bureau than it should through the increase
said Monday.
in federal excise taxes on hard liq"As many as 20 percent of more
uor, wine, beer and cigarettes that
than 400,000 businesses may be took effect Jan. 1, said ATF
overpaying," ATF Director Ste- spokesman Les Stanford.
phen E. Higgins said in a state"This is the reverse of the usual
ment. "ATF appreciates the com- perception of the tax collector,"

Stanford said. "It's the basic manbites-dog story in a different
context.'
The so-called "floor stocks" tax
is expected to bring S300- million
into government coffers by June
30, when it's due, said Jack Killorin of the ATF.
The tax must be paid by liquor
stores, taverns and other retail outlets plus producers and importers.
Normally, the producers and
importers are the only businesses
that have to 'worry about paying
excise taxes.
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Community Education Courses/Spring 1991
Sampler
-

All-Purpose Broom
Th.* lir heavy-duty indoor/outdoor
broom con handle the largest lobs
Built to last with mete:O.:um:xi brace,
4" sold fill, 60" horck.rood handle

The Jesse Stuart Workshop will be March 11-)3.
The workshop will emphasize the virtues of the
self-reliant life lived close to the land and the
significant contributions made by America's
rural citizens to the national character.
Time:6:00'p.m. -8:00 p.m. ,
Place: Faculty Hall, MSUFee:$40

.0 1 5 1
31860

"Ace Clamp Lamp

Add light when and where you need
it Great for goroge, attic or basement 150 watt •Wfb

184 SERIES
15786.87 81

1(ij

'
For information on this and other upcoming spring non-credit courses
call Karen Guthrie at (502)762-2187..
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Ace 5 Star Flat
Latex Wall Paint
One coot cOverage .1 nn. low
lance. Spot resistant and waskalste
finish. Custom colors high*.

•^—•••••--

"!.

Laundry Basket
Heouy duly plost.c wok rectangular
design holds the heaviest loads •ntil
out sagging or buckling I./. bushel
capacity, in assorted Colors

Murray State Universiekis_F,M
equal education and employment institution.
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•Let this mult, purpose cleaner do all
the work and get 33°. free Includes
trigger sprayer 32 oz biodegrod
able concentrate ,
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Simple Green

E.A0__
c

t

Arailabk•Ai Pothopoteng
Ace Hardware Stores

Hardware

•••••••

-•

Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380
•Iir-•••-•

PUBLIC SERVICE

The power to overcome.
s
ltger

Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Olympic Plaza

Pictured above are: LeAnna Vick,(seated), CCHS student participating in the Mentorship Program; Pam Oglesby, bookkeeping supervisor and Michael Sykes, personnel director and vice president at. the
Bank of Murray.
chosen to pursue a business course of
study in high school. and will enroll at
Murray State University for the fall
semester to major in either accounting. business administration or finance.
Mike Sykes. personnel director of

tis

State University was started in facturers Council, a group of about
1978. It is co-sponsored by the 60 masagers of manufacturing and
Waterfield Center for Business and processing firms in west Kentucky,
Governmental Research on the west Tennessee and southern
campus and the Four Rivers Manu- Illinois.

Scouting Museum opens for extended season
The National Scouting Museum
opened its doors for its first
extended season on March 1, and
will remain open through November 30.
Located on the campus of Murray State University, the museum is
kicking off its sixth season with
several new attractions along with
many _old favorites.
The museum, which houses 53
original Norman Rockwell portraits
and charcoal sketches, will be
rotating its exhibit to display some
of the art that has' previously been
unseen in the museum.
SPINNERS!, the museum's pro'fessional storytelling troupe that
has recently embarked on its first
• extensive tour of the Midwest, is
adding some new, culturally
diverse talcs to their existing repertoire 'of folklore guaranteed to
entertain both the young and young
at heart.
For those interested in the historical past of the scouting movement,
the museum has also added new
exhibits that dispaly newly
aCquired memorabilia.
In addition to the new attractions, the museum still contains
most of the old favorites that
everyone enjoys.
Gateway Park is still in operation offering more adventure and
challenging obstacles than ever.
Museum patrons will also be
greeted, as usual, by Murray the
robot upon entering the museum.
Also available at the museum are
various educational programs.
School groups can tour the museum
and also be instructed in a particular area by the museum's staff.
Programs offered include Childhood Choices, Taping the Past,
Pathfinders, Storycrafting,
Storytelling Through Art, Collecting, Museum Detectives and What
is a Museum.
Hours of operation will be Tuesday through Saturday, 9 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. and Sundays from 12:30
p.m. to 4:30 p.m. The museum will
be closed on Mondays.
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PERSPECTIVE
Letter to the Editor
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•

Shoreline hike yields satisfaction & some riddles

Organizers thank supporters
for Single's Shopping Night

s

Dear Editor,
The Feb. 26 Single's Shopping Night was a social shopping success. I
would like to thank the people who worked so diligently to make it fun!
First; we'd like to givp Piggly Wiggly Manager Andy Trice, and assistant manager Joe Campbell a round of applause for being progressive
enough to think our idea was worthwhile to do. Piggly Wiggly provided
an abundance of groceries for prizes. promoted the event, and went that
extra mile to make the evening a success.
, We'd like to extend a big thank you to WBLN for providing the d.j.
and remote coverage, as well as continued support in blending singles in
this area by being such a great station. Moose the d.,.. we thank you for a
• job • weria- done! -•
Also, a spetial thanks to Faye's Monogram in Niurray. Creative Weaving of Cadiz, Buddy Henderson. House Travel and all of the 120 singles
who turned out for the event!
' And last but not least: a special thank you to all the people in the Singles Organizational Society who always work hard to provide support for
singles in the community as well as in our group.
Sincerely.
Pamela Dawes
President. S.O.S.
1101 Nlain Street
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Volunteer CCFR firemen thank
Dunn for training opportunity

To be honest, I hoped for rain
last Saturday, an extension of Friday's drenching downpour. That
way, I wouldn't feel so guilty en
Saturday morning when I rolled
over and went back to sleep, thus
avoiding the second annual hike to
clean up the shoreline of Kentucky'
and Barkley Lakes.
But Saturday dawned rosy and
dry, with a sky bluer than Paul
Newman's eyes. Who could resist
such a day? Who could eschew the
opportunity to do some outdoor
spring cleaning?
By 8:10, I was at Penton Lake
access, ready to pitch in and do my
bit to obliterate litter from the
shoreline.
"Who talked you into coming
here?" was the first reaction my
presence generated. The questioner
was amazed pat I — who hates to
get dirty and who hates to get up
early any morning, especially'
Saturday — actually showed up for
the clean-up.- Slightly offended at the obvious
note of incredulity in his voice, and
not being a morning person. I
framed an ungracious 'reply. "What
do you mean?" I snapped, as if I
spent every Saturday morning performing acts of good will. "You

sound surprised that
• I'm here," I
huffed.
I began to question the wisdom
of my decision whcn I was told to
slip on a life jacket and board a
small boat 0.'ith three other souls:
.Buddy, Elaine, Connie and I —
each with our own personal cache
. of Gladbags — were assigned to
clean up the Vickers Bay area.
The Fish & Wildlife people who
ferried us to our destination
dropped us on a ragged hem of
beach,- a ''small -crock in the -elbow
of the lake. Once we scrambled off
the boat. we surveyed the land.
Aluminum cans glinted in the sun,
discarded plastic bottles winked
from their various hiding places in
the woods that skimmed the perimeter of beach. Tatters of cello-

phane glistened with morning dew.
Shards of glass mingled with shells
and rocks.
We each pulled a bag from our
box of Gladbags and set to work.
Buddy concentrated on glass,
Elaine on plastic, Connie on general garbage and 1 on aluminum.
My bag quickly filled up with an
assortment of beverage containers.
The first was an empty Goebel
Beer can, followed quickly by
Minute Maid Orange Juice, Coors,
Pepsi, Bud Lite, Coke Classic and
Dr. Pepper. The next gaggle of aluminum discards featured Schaefer,
Busch, Black Label, 900 Beer,
Stroh's, Mello Yello and Mountain
Dew.
That's when I start muttering to
myself. "What kind of people just
throw stuff around like this?" My
reverie is broken when one of my
cohorts shows me a band of bright
turquoise, one of those coolers for
cans that someone dumped care-"i6s4, in The %was. in gaudy fushia letters the legend is printed,
happens when you party
naked.- Nice, huh?
While others who went on Saturday's shoreline hike express a
sense of accomplishment about
cleaning up the lake area, I react

differently. Part of me is angry that
some people feel it is a God-given
right to foul the environment and
then expect others to clean up after
them. Another part of me is
depressed because I realize that
these dolts probably don't even
realize that the empty beer cans
they toss out of boats or away from
campsites turn into garbage, plain
and simple.
At noon, the Fish & Wildlife
guys bring us back to Fenton, and
we can _set the mountain of Gladbags that has been collected by the
crowd of 250-plus. Though the
problem has not been solved, at
least the garbage invasion has been
put in check for awhile.
Participants in the shoreline hike
are given green and white Bag-AThon caps, and a free pass to Land
Between the Lakes attractions.
There is talk of another clean-up
day in the fall, and I know I'll be
there-even-44-grumble about having to get up early on a weekend.
As I drive back into Murray, I'm
heartened to see that the Dairy
Queen has opened for the season.
Somehow, that gives me hope.
Spring is going to come again, the
way it does every year. No one can
stop it

p.m. after alt equipment had been
Dear Eu :or,
The Callow.:y County Fire & cleaned, air packs filled with air.
Rescue Squad pent all day Satur- fire fighting hoses washed and
day training in a home that had trucks checked out and cleaned.
We also used this opportunity to
been partially destroyed by a fire
run tank water shuttles even though
on NOV. 30. 1)90.
Ra Dun:: gave The--€CFR pera water supply was nearby. The
mission to use the home for trainreason for this is to keep up with
ing and eyer,:ually for the structure
procedure of the water shuttles to
:
to be burnt to the ground.
?
be used in the areas ofthe county
The CCFR would like to thank
where
.water
supplie
s
may
be
nonMr. Dunn for our being able to use
<
existent:. This procedure will
'4 hat vv
left of his home for --our
e
ei
f ;
g'
fling purpOses. It is not very become a great asset when all the
substations afe built, as this will
• often that \o4
a :char:ILL:Jo have,. help insuran
ce ratings for those
this kirid of tra.ning. It is very benpeople
who
do
not have a water
--efic-ra to—any-fire department to be
supply nearby. An added note,
able to use an abandonded Kructure
for.se,t7,7 and rescue and live burn pans are underway for the first
substation
scer.27
The training session cordas to be built.in New Conthe land donated was in a
P.day- as a iew CCFR
favorab
le
spdt and is currently
memnc's
up all the win- being looked
at by contractors who
dows and.
-ds •so that when will be
advising us as what will be
±e borne
smoke the needed to
clO before construction
s
A
1C4
. no:
begins. Once again, please keep
•7:
•
trying to help us out with the land
(7(- P members.
in the other parts 'of the county.
fighting Those sites
-include: the interscc-.
lions of Kentucky 464 and Kent A:TIC ,. • n c w as
tucky 94, the intersection of Kencoup :udky 783 and Kentuc
ky 464; and _
air
the intersection of Kentucky 94 and
sear,:n and
-Butterworth Road. I recently
attended a meeting with members
to do :he of the New
Concord community
*.hrce ':771CS.
and tried to answer some questions
THRTN? 1140u9kND FOR'DiNNER LAST NI6g, FIFTY 11.touSto4b FOR BREAKFAST TODAY,EIGH
they had anchl and.„the CCFR great-.
TY
`,e:
1141
ly appreciate how_telpful and sup640
LutZi
FoR
i
—IT'S
TIME
TO
OFF
CALL
DAMN
WAR!'
;77T.
-.0 and
portive they have been.
Please contact any CCFR memAgu
'-cr at 753-4112.- 1f you have any so
uuestions concerning the CCFR..
get as much
Once again I thank you for your
.All acuvity time and support: you give
your
e eye on by our yo:unteer fire fighters
of the
-Hey, do you ever get to fling
..er and chief. CCFR-.
lions in quick-stop day revenue.
naked agressor, either. What hap. nostalgia for the good oldidays-?;.-Statsother officers.
--Ntke Sykes :gOod old days..he.was big news. Now.
penecl_t
o Steinbrenner? Did we hit
.Grobnik asked. "You know.--Twheni:d at abtata_g:30
'Information Officer
I-dont
even
know
him
'what
happene
with
a Patriot missile?"
d
to
• times were more simple and We didn't
him."
- Beats me. Maybe's out there somehave to worry so much?:
Me either. Maybe rhe and The where with Trump and Barry.
Are you talking about the 1950s?
Donald
have become homeless peoNo. I mean July 1990."
"Something else. The budget defiple
together
.
By JO BURKEEN
You feel nostalgia for last July?
cit.
Yeah. I used to turn on TV on
--Yeah. the homeless. They're even
That was only' seven Months ago.
Sunday
mornings, pour myself some
Ten _rears ago
quieter
than the gays. I can't remem"Mrs. Douglas Wallace has jon"Is that all? It seems a lot longer
coffee and watch all those WashingDenn:s [Llomer) Pyles. wife, gulls
br
the
last
time
turned
I
on
my
TV
bloom. Ours are not
than that. Ah. those were the days. Sit
back in the closei..;i): and saw.,a family
Gayle. and 17-months-old baby, bloo--g as
of 10 'living in a ton guys -- you ever notice they all
yet, but the buds are
around
and talk about how Donald awhile.
look like George' Will? -- talking
Jiamie. are plc:lured with 1.4. heabar- large and
about to break open','
Trump is making everybody happy by
"You know What I really miss? compact car. And what about the war about the budget deficit.
row with supplies as they traveled from
Then I'd
on
drugs?
Is
it
over? I don't even
column. 'Seen & Heard
going broke. Now I don't even re- Remember the S&L crisis?"
switch to a channel that's got old Cisco
through Murray on March 3. on .Atrcnd Murray'
rememb
er
--did
win,
we
lose
" by James C.
or get a Kid
member his girlfriend's name. al- ..How could you miss that? At the
!heir cross-country• Hike-A -Nation W•:::arns.
movies. So did they ever do
draw?"
-though I never forget a hod. What time, you were outraged.
anythin
;rip from San Franc:sco to
g about the deficit?I
don't
know,
Thirty years ago
but Wolf Blitzer
ever happended to The Donald?"
!lost track. Maybe we will pass the
Washington. D.C.
"That's because I didn't appreciate
hasn't
mention
ed
it.
Byerly sold 2,538
so
maybe
there's a hat at
I don't knov.-.1.ast I heard the hanks
N1arvir. Lassiter was •named out- po...r.; f ,dark
the - U.N.
lull in the fighting.
fired tobacco from
put him on an allowance.
standing cooperator and master 129 acres
What was there to appreciate about
"You
know
. who I just rememthat graded B2 F45 for
'And there was a•ll that hype about billions
"Well, those sure were simple,
conservationist at annual 'Calloway S51.50 per
of dollars down' the drain?
bered? George "Steinbrenner."
100 pounds. His
those
creepy
:appers
innocent tithes. I wonder if well ever
;--w
hat's
their
County Conservation District receipts were $1.114,
"Well.
.
.‘.ou got to admit that the
An. yes, a name from the dim.
" from colname -- 2 live shoes?"
be like that again.1
"
Awards Banquet on March 2 at umn,
guys who ran those S&Ls never shot distant past.
"Over the County Agent's
2
Live
Crew,
I
You
believe.
never
.know.
Seven Seas.
Maybe next
off
any'
Scud
missiles.Desk- by S.V. Foy.
-Sure, in July, the good old days, ,month you'll be nostalgic for
'Yeah. I couldn't understand what
this
Twenty years ago
. That's ',Tut::
more people hated him than Saddam
the big fuss was. I heard them once
Forty years ago
month.
U.S. Air Force Technical Sgt.
-And
they
never
committed any
Hussein, and Steinbrenner wasn't a
Sharpe beat Hardin for the
and I couldn't understand what they
"I wouldn't bet against it."
.Shirley W. Underhill, son of Mr.
naked aggression on their neighbors.
champi
were
onship
saying.
of
Fourth
How'
District
can
people
get Every one of them
and Mrs. Loyd Underhill, is seriI saw was wearing
upset about some guys who sound like nice clothes."
ing.iat Bien dos Air Base. Vietnam. High School Basketball Champion.ship.
High
team
scorers
were
Darthey'talk with their mouths full of
Judy Kelso, daughter of.,,Mr. and
Ofcourse, we don't know What they
Mrs. Glen S. Kelso. juni:Or- home nell for Sharpe and Mims for food? Are they still around?"
did at night. Naked. I mean.
Hardin.
Who knows? Maybe their album
economics rnajor at Murray State
"SO what happened to the S&L
Cheerleaders at Murray Training
will be sold on cable TV as this year's crisis? Did
University. has been named .Most
Today is Tuesday, March 5, the 64th day of 1991. There are
it go away? Can we forget
301 days
Outstanding Student Mtmber of School are Delores Heater, Lavenia Golden Oldies Mt.
left
in the year.
about
it' now•?"
Kentucky Home Economics Jones, Shirley Cross, julia Hawkins
"And that Hubble telescope, the
Today's Highlight in History:
and Ella Irvan.
No. it will be back some day. But
Association.
one we went to outer space to see
On March 5, 1770, the "Boston Massacre" took place as British
solwhat's doin'out there, but it had a bum there's no need to worry. since our
diers who had been taunted by a crowd of colonists opened fire,
killing
'childre
grandch
n
and
ildren
will
have
lens.
They
probabl
y
h/d it made by
several people.
Miih rray Ledger & Times
the same guy who did my glasses." to pick up the tab.
On this date:
"Yeah. that's the nice thing about
A waste of a couple of billion
In 1766, a Spanish official, Don Antonio de Ulloa, arrived
WALTER L APPER SON. Publisher
in New
having kids. You got somebody to
dollars.
TED DELANEY. General Manager
Orleans to take possession of the Louisiana Territory from the French.
inherit
the
de121.s.
That way the inMARY ANN ()RR, Adverusing Manager
In 1867, an abortive Fenian uprising hainst English rule took place
"Didn't matter. If that telescope
in
DAVID STOM. Circulation Manager
Ireland.
spotted something living in -outer grates can't say you didn't leave them
anything. And speaking of kids, what
ALICE ROUSE, Business Office Manager
In 1868, the Senate was organized into a Court of Impeachment
space. they wouldn't be anybody I'd
to
about Bush's son. the one in the S&L
Th Murt•y Isdier A TUTUS (13PS 3011 70G,
decide charges against President Andrew Johnson.
.want to move into my neighbo
rhood..
'tinine
ss.
Back
in
the
good
old
days he . One year
The Murray Ledger & Times is published every afternoon es c.ept Sundays, July 4 Christmas
And speaking of that, what ever
ago: To the cheers of hundreds of onlookers,
Day New Years Day and Thanksg,ving Day by Murray Newspapers Inc , 1001 Whitnell Dr
was big news too.'she still in the
workers in
happene
Bucharest, Romania, finally succeeded in removi
d
to
the
gays? I can't remem- game?"
Murray. Ky 42071 Second Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky 42071
ng
a
25-f
oot, 7-ton
ber the last ime I saw any gays on TV
bronze statue of Vladimir Lenin from its
SL BSCRIPTION RATES In alfeaS served by criers $5 00 per month, payable in advance
I doubt it. Maybe he has switched to
foundat
ion.
In
Washing
ton,
By mail in Calloway and to Benton, Ilordin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky and Paris.
being real upset about anything. They
Republican national chairman Lee Atwater suffere
d a seizure caused by a
Buchanan and Puryear, in $57 00 per year By mail to other destinations 564 50
used
brain
per year
to
be
tumor.
there every night. I think
To reach all departments of the newspaper, phone 753 1916
"And what about Mayor Barry in
that back in July. the good old days.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Dean Stockwell is 55.
The Murray Ledger & TUTIeS IS a member of the AM./CAUCA Press Kentucky Press
Washington? Boy, that was someAssociation and Southern Newspaper Publishers Association
actor Fred Williamson is 53. Violinist Eugene Football player-turned..
they were all worked up because gays
thing. The guy goofs up once and the
Fodor is 41.
The Associated Press is elicits:Ivey entitled to nese' originated by The Murray Ledger &
Thought for Today: More tears have been
couldn't be in the Army."
Times
FBI shows it on TV,and the hotel and
shed over men's'lack dr
manners than their lack of morals." — Helen
I think they might have put that
Hathaway, American writer
motel industry probably loses mil(1893-1932).
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EDUCATION
Free algebra class
for adults offered
at MSU's ALC
beginning March 19
A free algebra class for adult
students will be offered two days a
week for six weeks in the Adult
Learning Center (ALC) at Murray
State University, beginning March
19.
The class will meet from 8:30 to 10
a.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays in
the ALC in room 206 of Roy Stewart
Stadium,according to Chuck Guthrie,
ALC director. It will begin with the
solution of basic equatiosn and progress through more complicated concepts.
Guthrie said anyone 16 years of age
or older not enrolled in a public school
may attend the algebra•class. It will be
limited to 10 students and offered on a
first-come first-served basis.
He added that the class will he
especially helpful for anyone prepar--in for the .ACT • examination or a— ,
similar entrance examination. Adults.
planning to return to school or those
who wish to brush up on algebra for
either personal satisfaciton or to assist
their children with school work can
also benefit from the class, he said.
Sponsors are the Kentucky Department for Adult and Technical Education and the Center for Continuing
Education and Academic Outreach at
Murray State.
Anyone who wishes to enroll in the
class may call the ALC at(502) 7626971 Monday through Friday from 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and make an
appointment to come in and be tested
prior to March 19.
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Southwest Calloway Elementary kindergarten students
from Debbie Lampe's, Janna Hopkins' and Becky' Robertson's C125Se$listen to_Hie siren at the fire department dur, Sixth grade students
at Calloway County Middle School '
ing a recent visit.
view the eagles on a recent sixth grade science club trip to
Reelfoot Lake. Pictured above, looking through telescope
is Sean Stonecipher. Pictured back row, from left, are Justin Burcham, Jason Ilensen, Stephen Hester, Craig-Butler and Julie Smotherman.

Children in Carla Rexroat's second grade class at Robertson School recently studied the building and government
of cities. Thc children planned and built an elaborate city
of cardboard and other materials.

, •;•-.

.•
_

4111•11•••

Dave Hornback from the Bank of Murray spoke to firstgraders in Holly Bloodworth's and Tina Ratterree's classes at Robertson Elementary about the history of coins.
The Bank of Murray is a school+usiness partner to
Robertson. Pictured from left are Dave Hornback, William
Elliott, Andrew Parker, Christina Duncan and Tiffany
Jones.

Southwest Calloway Elementary students were proud to
have Kyle Wadley sing at their recent patriotic assembly.
Pictured front row, from left, are third grade students
Joey Darnell, Meagan Penniston, Misty Cole and (back
Jasmine Van Volkingburg follows directions written by
row) Kyle Wadley.
her CCHS Honors English I classmates as she makes a
as
peanut butter and jelly sandwich. This was a prewriting
6
activity in preparation for writing process papers.
1_1"Mtl
Airpoit

North Carolina
17-year-old wins
science talent
search contest
By PAUL RECER
AP Selene* Wrtlet

WASHINGTON — Ashley Reiter, a 17-year-old mathematician
from Charlotte, N.C., was named
winner Monday of the Westinghouse Science Talent Search, an
"Recycle for Bluebirds" is a fourth grade science project
annual national science project
at Carter Elementary. Each child that recycled $4 worth
contest for high school students.
built a bluebird house. SeYenty-fiye houses ilaYe been built
Reiter, who is a senior at the
by Faye Beyer's students. Pictured at table, counterclockNorth Carolina School of Science
wise, are Kari Hart, Misty Wolfe, Pamela Dawes (parent),
and Mathematics in Durham, subGayle Foster (parent), Faye Beyer (teacher), Coley Wallis,
mitted a project examining fractals
Luke Wallenstein, Susan Hart (parent), (back table), Betty
generated by Pascal's triangle, a
Morris (parent), Susan Breeding (parent) and Stephen
geometic figure that has long
Breeding.
intrigued mathematicians.
As the first place winner, Reiter
will receive a $40,000 college
scholarship. She plans to attend
Rice University.
Second place winner was Denis
Lazasev, 17, of Fair Lawn, N. J., a
student at Elmwood Park Memorial
, High School in Elmwood Park.
N.J. He wins a $30,000 scholarship
for a project on molecular genetics.
William Ching, 17, a student at
Riverdale Country School in the
Bronx, N.Y., was the third place
winner and will receive a $20,000
scholarship. His project was on
neurobiological research of the
optic nerve.
The others in the top ten, along
with their hometowns and scholarship winnings, were:
4. Dean Chung, 16, Moutain
During a recent study of the letter "V," Stephanie Miller
Lakes, N.J., $15,000.
brought her violin to Rebecca Cunningham's kindergarten
5. Ciamac Moallemi, 15, Bayclass at Robertson Elementary. After gi% ing a demonstraside, N.Y., S15,000.
tion, Miller gave each'child a chance to "play" the yiolin.
6. Tessa Walters, 17, San Dimas,
Pictured from left are Stephanie Woods, Miller and Bryan
Calif., $15,000.
Miller.
7. Debby Lin, 17, Elmhurst,
N.Y., 510,000.
,
I
.
8. Yves Jeanty, 16, South Ozone
Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative
Park, N.Y., $10,000.
staffs of the Murray Independent School District and the
Calloway County School District and edited by die staff of
9. Jim Way Cheung, 17, Jackson
the Ledger & Times. Space allocated for each school
Heights, N.Y., $10,000.
district is determined by the approximate ratio of students
10. Rageshree Ramachandran,
in each district. Pleasedirect your questions and comments
15, Fair Oak;, Calif., $10,000.
about area public schools to the Murray City Sclyipls(753The first and second alternates
4363) or the Calloway County Public Schools (753-2893).
were Joel Moore, 17, Chevy Chase,
Md., and Irwin Lee, 16, of Naperville, Ill.
The winners were selected from
1,573 entrants in the 50th annual
science talent search sponsored by
Westinghouse.
Thirty finalists competed in
Washington, D. C. over the
weekend. The winners were
selected after interviews by a panel
of eight scientists.
Since Westinghouse started the
science competition in 1942, there
have been 2,000 finalists. Of these,
five have won Nobel Prizes, 28
have been elected to the National
Academy of Sciences, and three
chosen for the National Academy
of Engineering.
Betty Cassity's second grade reading class at East Calloway Elementary has been studying snow and snowflakes
.
They made an attractive display with their snowflakes.
Pictured front row, from left, are Misty Seiting, Carlie
Elliott, Wendi Prichett, Harlan Underhill and Vanessa
Lewis.

Betty Cassity's second grade reading class at East Calloway Elementary is enjoying a honey cake party after reading the story "Two Good Friends." Honey cake, raisin
bread and milk were served. Pictured front row, from left,
are Misty Seiting, Carlie EHiott, Wendi Prichett, Vanessa
Lewis and Harlan Underhill.

Literary Valentines at Calloway County High School
include, front row, from left, Andrea Szemeredy, Huffy
Waldrop, Emily Mahan, Monica Griffin, Adam Furgerson,
{back row, from left) Heather Tidwell, Tobie Mays,
Michael Herndon, Jered4y Grogan and Brooks
Underwood.

i1;18; •

Read the
want ads daily

Janet Johnson visited with the second grade students at
North Calloway Elementary and helped them make old
fashioned wash cloth dolls during a pioneer study. Johnson
is the mother of second-grader Sarah Johnson. Pictured
from left are Chris Alexander, Jason Haley, Janet Johnson, layme Gordon and Derek McCallum.

Travis Turner, center, a senior at Calloway County High
School, has been named Student of the Week by Century
21 and WSJP-Radio for the week ending Feb. 14. Turner,
the son of Oscar Jr. and Carol Turner of Rt. I, Box 70A
Murray,is varsity basketball captain, invoked in varsity
baseball and the Beta Club. Pictured from left is Jobeth
England, Turner and CCHS Principal Jerry Ainley.

r •
Becky Gore, a first grade teacher at North Calloway
Elementary, demonstrated her hobbies of rug braiding
and basket weaving to the second graders at North. The
students had been studying about pioneers. Pictured from
left are Terry Burnett, Chris Duncan and Maggie Sasso

41w
Pictured Om are winners of Mr. Miller's MATH.
COUNTS class contest held last week. Pictured from left
are David Jones, Michael Crouse, Susan Potts and
Jonathan Hernandez. Students from his algrebra and prealgrebra classes participated to develop a better understanding and appreciation of what MATHCOUNTS is all
about.

law.

Hundreds of high school juniors from across the region
were on hand at Murray State University Saturday during
"Junior Jam" activities designed to introduce high schoi '
underclassmen to life on campus. Above, student ambassador Cheryl Gentry, at right, gives students a tour of the
campus sites including the infamous "Shoe Tree," at left,
located in the Quadrangle.
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Twins celebrate first birthilaus

Singi
P.m./
7534

JO'S DATEBOOK

Rainey's
Day

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
A 55 Alive Driving Course will be Wednesday and Thursday. March 27
and 28, from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. in Community Room of North Branch of
Peoples Bank. There is no fee for members of Peoples Gold of Peoples
Bank, but a S7 charge for anyone who is not a member of Peoples Gold
will be received. Betty Riley will be teacher for the course which is the
nation's first curriculum designed specifically for drivers age 50 and over.
In addition to the important information received concerning ,safety_tips
and new laws, Upon graduation, one may be eligible for a multi-year automobile insurance discount. To enroll call Mrs. Riley at 753-5659 or John
Williams or Doris Rowland at the bank. 753-3231.

Jessica Nicole Torsak and Johnathan Neil Torsak will celebrate
their
first birthday on Thursday. March 7. They are the children
of Dale
and Nyle Torsak. Their grandparents are Bud and Barb French
and
Al and Carlene Torsak. Their great-grandparents are Carl and
Sally
Grizzard. Kenny and Becky Tallman. Allen and Alice .Alford, Virginia Burnham and the late Harold Burnham. and Helen French and
the
late Beauford French Sr. A party for family apd friends will be
held
at home.

Girl Scouts to deliver
Girl Scouts are out in record numbers. deliving those Girl Scout cookies that
cus
tomers ordered in January Cookies will be delivered March 8-24 Additional
cookies
may be purchased at shopping malls banks and neighborhood booths Cookies
sell
for $2 50 per package, and seven varieties are available including the new
Chalet Cremes and Trail Mix Cookie sale proceeds benefit troops directly by supportin
g camp
properties development, special projects and council programs according
to Girl
Scout officials

Hospital reports released

Grace Choir will sing

07ii: newborn adMission and di,
missals at Murray-Calloway Coarity Hospital for Fridal.. March 1.
have been released as 10110‘.v5:
Newboln admission
Roge,s nany g
parents Hots..e a-c
'64* Ha- :on, Mu-ay
Dismissals
• .
1.1's Ka- a Jea- Jones. R:
Box 3;5
-Be-':o"
Dea--e Mo,eneac ac odry
4.4. Wes: E
5: Be'- c" Ws La
tse e 8 ay:ocs 904 Ctx ye S! MJ•ray
M's Tanya Le g'12 Te-ace
0' May,
'cc 1.1-s Be;'y Jea- Ha ey
E.:. 2
Ha•C••• -Ws-Ace-+same.•-r,
Pe 7y"
43503
'511
a-e

Members of Grace Baptist Church Choir at Murray will join members
of choirs of
Fellowship Baptist Church of Sikeston Mo Rosebower Baptist Church
of Paducah
and Northside Baptist and Trace Creek Baptist Churches of Mayfield
to sing at the
evening session of the annual Purchase Area Evangelism Conference
of the Alumni
Association of Mid-Continent Baptist Bible College on Thursday.
March 7. at Northside
Baptist Church Mayfield The evening session will begin at 6 20 p m The first session
will begin at 1 45 p m _Speakers will include The Rev Kenneth
Puckett pastor at
Rosebower. the Rev Lincoln Bingham supenntendent of missions
for General Association of Baptists in Kentucky and Co-Operative Ministries Consultant for the Kentucky
Baptist Convention, and the Rev Junior Hill evangelist from Hartselle,
Ala Johnny
Parrack, former tenor singer with the Kingsmen Quartet will open each
of the two
sessions with a mini-concert The public,is invited to attend according
to Dr LaVerne
Butler, Mid-Continent president. and Robert N Johnson Alumni president
• .
—

Civitans plan pancake day
The Murray Civaan Club will meet Thursday, March 7, at 7 p m at_Homep
lace
Restaurant. Civitans will be making plans for their Annual Pancake Day
on Saturday
March 23 at Rudy's Restaurant All.Civaans now have advance tickets
for sale at %3
per person The second March Ctvitan Club meet ng will be Thursday March
_2'

Knights of Columbus to meet

a,
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•
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▪
fts4,--ay
D Roge•s '639 Fa•r-eA.e
,
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Knights of Columbus will meet Thursday March
7 at 7 p m. at the KC Hall on
Squire Hale Road Plans for an 'Oven House'
for an men in St Leo Catholic Parish
who are 18.years arid older *oho are interestin
g in becoming Knights of Columbus In
charge of bingo each Tuesday at KIC Hall is the
Mike Kelly team. accoerding to Dick
Maddox. Grand Knight of KC

Club dinner on- Friday.

(Cont'd iin page 71

Sleeping With
The Enemy (R) 7.05

A buffet dinner will be served at Murray Country Club on Friday March 8. from
7 to
8 30 p m The entree will be filet mignon at a cost of $12 per person Reservati
ons
should be • made by Thursday evening by calling Debbie Williams 753-8116
, or
753-6013

Retirees change meeting

Southside Shopping Center
753-3321

..

I'

Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include the following Anita Crouse of Murray from Western Baptist B J Nance of Puryear Tenn and
Vannie
Steele V Murray from Lourdes

even Seas

Opens 4 p.m.

Hwy. 641N

Clam Dinner
Bit Size Shrimp
2 Pc. Whitefish Dinner
Deviled Crab Dinner
2 Pc. Farm Catfish Dinner

Quilting Class planned
A Miniature Quilting Class will start Tuesday March 12 at Murray Calloway County
Vocational Center Classes will meet from 6 to 9 p m for a total of 15 hours through
April 16 Students will be charged a $25 enrollment fee and must provide their own
basic supplies Each student will also need
to bring a portable Sewing machine For
more information about supplies need
call,Lou Ann Philpot teacher at 753-6843

Recital
free ad

torium.

Murraj
beginne
p.m./Ell
Senior
a.m./Mi
•

DE
AR ABBY
by Abigail Van Buren

753-4141

3.69
'3.99
'3.59
'3.99
'3.99

handle. '
My. daughter and her husband
and children live in another state.
They both have good jobs and :ire •
dece-nt, reliable people Last year,
my daughter and her .husband got
into a financial bind and borrowed
so me money from My mf
who is also my daughtiq's grandmother. , I'll call her Nell My daugh-.
tr•r 'and her husband AL.-:ked Ni41 t6
please keep the loan confidential, as
the didn't 'want anyone else in the
family to know about their financial
setback. Nell is financially secure.
Well. Nell phoned me immediately to tell me about the loan. I
never did tell my daughter that Nell
told me about it. Now Nell 'keeps calling me to rake my daughter over
the coals if stw is late With a payment! Abby. it upsets me terribly to
hear her complain about what a
terrible daughter I have. What
should I do?
STILL UPSET
DEAR UPSET: Either write a
letter or telephone Nell and
convey the following message:"I
do not want to hear any more
about my daughter and her
husband's loan — that is between
them and you, so please do not
mention it again."
And itNell calls you and brings
it up, tell her you are busy and
cannot listen to her. Then hang
up. Your daughter and son-inlaw have my sympathy.

DEAR ABBY. Seven years ago. I
fell in love with a man. I told myself
it was only a -crush- because I felt-ashamed and guilty and couldn't face
up to my feelings for him You see, he
was a priest and I was a student at a
Catholic college in %chi-Jibe taiiktit I have ,oncf• married and haven't
seen -Father FT for some years. but
my feelings for him have not dimin-

— they've grown stronger. I
keep thinking about him and don't
know what to do.
Should I divorce my husband'.'
He's a decent man. I've never told
him about my feelings about Father
F.. hut our marriage is not working.
and he deserves a woman who loves
only him.
- Should I take a Joh that would let
me be close to Father F.? Even if I
never have any relitionship — even
a-friendly-6-M;f----"WOUTcl being -near
him make Me feel better. or would it
make matters worse?
•'Should I go 09 as befiire, try to fie
a good vgfe and mother, and hope
that thirigs will get better and I'll
forget him? Or should I divorce my
husband and date other men in the
hope that maybe fall in love with
someone else, and do better next
time?
Incidentally. I'm a proud. selfcontained woman. and consider
myself capable of handling my problems. Rut the fact that I am actually
writing to you for advice is a measure of my -desperation. Please help
rue_ Lcarft sign my name.
.
MY SECRET
DEAR MY SECRET:You have
two major problems. Your marriage is in trouble, and you are
obsessed with Father F.(Call it a
schoolgirl crush, a fatal attraction,"love" — whatever.)
In any case,I suggest that you
see a couftselor or some kind of
family therapist. You must let go
of this fantasy you've been nurturing for far too long.
•••

popular request. Abby ..hares more
of her favorite prize-winning. easy-toprepare recipes. To order, send • long,
hustness-•ize, self•addressed envelope,
plus cheek or money order for $3.95i $4.50
in Canada) to: More Favorite Recipes by
Dear Abby, P.O. Box 447. Mount Morris,
III. 61054.(Postage is included.r

getiolt You
HeAzzat.

COlf•4*‘4.44.14Z
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Thursday Fish
& Seafood

Buffet

"Where the price and service,
makes the pill easier to swallow."

R99

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

Variey of fish and SP,.,eci
ir
:
1$5
seafood selections. rris"

Glendale at WhItnell
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

t: •

Bereavt
Lm.
MurrayInfo Na

Pai•en
a.m./Ci
Library.

Baked Potato 40'• extra. Salad Bar '1 00 extra

4

4r •

Barroo
a.m./s!
Kentuc

Samford University in Birmingham, Ala., works as a courtesy
clerk at Wal-Mart in Birmingham.
The powers that be recognized a
beautiful model when they saw
one, end- asked—her- to do SDITIC
modeling for them.
Daughter of Deanne and -Farouk'
Umar, Mae works during the day at
a bank and at Wal-Mart nights and

4.

•••

Nation
a.m.-4:

Includes hushpuppies, slaw & french fries

Trcilning course Wednesday

Senior Adult Fellowship of First United Methodist Church
will meet Friday March 8
at 11 45 a m Cadelia Davis will present a program on
'Nutrition • This will be followed
by a nutrimous luncheon Reservations should be made
by Wednesday. March 6 at 12
noon so appropriate plans for the lunch can
be made

Consultation

Monday-Thursday

Patients are dismissed

Seniors will hear Davis

advantage of our
Professional Interior
Design Services.
_ & Your Home
Deserve It
Call For An In-Home

1008 Chestnut • 753-3314
Open 11:am to 10:pm

Girl Scout Sunday

•

Cathes

5 Seafood Dinners
'3.99 & Under

Retiress of Local 1068 and other locals of UAW-AFL-CtO and their -spouses will
have a potluck luncheon on Tuesday March 19 at Ellis Community Center
on Ellis
Drive oh Sycamore Street This had been scheduled for Saturday March 9
at Weaks
Community Center but was changed to March 19 at -Ellis Center

A course on 'Laboratory Standard Training' will
be offered Wednesday, March 6,
from 8 a m to 12 noon in Room 205 of Roy
Stewart Stadium Murray State University
The course will emphasize OSHA requirements for
laboratory personnel and key elemonis in the chemical hygiene plan Participants will
be provided with guidelines to
enable them to develop a chemical hygience plan training
outline and overall taboret
ory compliance The tee will be $275 per person with
group rates available For more
information call MSU s Occupational Safety and
Health Training Center 762-3385

d7n

Take

• Rent sour mosies•at the movies!

Woodmen of the World will have a special Saturday morning matinee for Woodmen
members ages 0 to 8 on Saturday. March 9 The group will meet at 10 a
m at Cheri
Theatre for a private showing of The Jungle Book " Anyone under the
age of 5 must
be accompanied by a guardian

Martins Chapel United Methodist Church will celebrate Girt Stout Sunday
on Sun
day. March 10 All area Girl Scouts and their parents are invited to the worship service
at 9 30 a m for a time of special recognition The church is located lust off North
16th
Street on Martin s Chapel Road For more information call Cathy Bogard at 759-9464
or the Rev Tom Cary at 753-5809
-

\LC.,

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Stin. Only
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50
•
•

dium,

1

(PG13)

The Board of Calloway County Public Library will meet
Wednesday March 6 at
4 30 p rn All board members are urged to attend

Boati

the WalMart insert -looked familiar, th's
because she i5 a former resident of
Murray. Mae Alexander looked so
delightsome as she appc-aretin the
publication.
Mae, wife of Eli Alexander. who
is attending pharmacy school at

Decorating Center

• L.A. Story

Bingo
ing H
*476(
Interni

a

• • • •
If one of the models in

-

Doll Club plans meeting

Library Board to meet

Kent
Bass'!
House

weekends: Eli's mother, Sally,Ale-

King Ralph
(PG)

- Jackson Purchase Dio-liClub is i-chedt.led' to meet Wednesday March 6, at 12
nod
at Sirloin Stockade° All members and interested -persons, are invited
to attend

Dorod

and K
Moon
Walke

not to be ignored and kept working
for Murray and Calloway County.
Shawn' Maxwell and many of the
volunteers at the Shelter are so
pleased.
Any senior citizen. 60 years of
age and older, is eligible to apply
to become a participant. If the
senior passes the screening procedure, he or she is able to adopt a
suitable dog or cat.
The Humane Society is looking
for volunteers to Ipelp Shawn with
this program, so Vease volunteer
by calling her at home, 753-6147
or at the Shelter, 759-4141.

DEAR ABBY I lizrf- a family
problem that I don't know how to

Mr 'arid Mrs Charles E Cathey of Hardin are the parents of a son Zachary
Allan
weighing eight pounds six ounces measuring 201 2 inches born
on Thursday Feb
21 at 7 56 a m at Murray-Calloway County Hospital The mother is the former Lisa
PA
Hill Grandparents are Mr and Mrs Tommy Vance of Hazel Henry Hill
of Zepliyrhills
Fla , Mr and Mrs Walter Newton of New Ca6ncord and Mr and Mrs
Slane Whey of
Puryear Tenn Great-grandparents are Mr and Mrs John Ruiz of Murray
Mrs Elea
nor Hill of Zephythills, Fla Sherman Sperry of -Hartford, Tend arid
Mr and Mrs R
Vance of Buchanan. Ten

Kap;
Wom
house
First

j

Paint 8

Bing.
P.n111
Road.

inserts: Sally and both families
were pleased with the result.
• ." • •
t miss the Clara Eagle Gallery A Show, "Someofusstayedupallnig " This faculty show is one
of the est ever.

knew that Mae was scheduled to appear in one of their

White Fang
(PG)

Zachary Allan Cathey born

A coup has just been pulled off
for the Calloway County Humane
Society. They have received acceptance into the Purina Pets for Peoples Program, thanks in a large part
to the work and perserverance of
Mrs. Betty (Mrs. Edgar) Igleheart.
Betty pulled many strings and
called on some old friends in Si,
Louis and badgered them to put
Murray into the program. The
Humane 'Society here had applied
for years for the permanent program, but had always been ignored.
If you all know Betty, she was

xander,

9:00

Woodmen event Saturday

Murr
Mano
7594

•
By Rainey Apperson

Easter Celebration
An Easter Celebration will be at Kenlake State Resort Park on Sunday,
March 31
An Easter sunrise service will be at 6 a m in the Garden Room Special Easter
buffet
will be served from 12 noon to 8 p m with cost being $9 50 for adults
and $4 95 for
.:hildren 10 and under An Easter Egg Hunt will be at 2 p m for ages
categories
2-under, 3-5 and 6-12 Children may meet the Easter Bunny at the front lawn
of the
hotel for the breaking of the Easter Pinatas For more informatio
n call 474-2211
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CALENDAR
Tuesday, March 5
Singles Organizational Society/7
p.m./Chamber of Commerce/Info
753-7638 or 753-0224.

Wednesday, March 6
Delivery/8 a.m.; CREED Series/10
a.m.; Activity Night/5:30 p.m.;
RCIA/7:30 p.m.

Joint WMU Week of Prayer/
progranV7 p.m./Elm Grove Baptist
Church.

Bible classes/7 p.m./University
Church of Christ.

Murray TOPS/7 p.m./Southside
Manor Recreational Room/Info
759-1625.

I es

ialdu:me

1

Bingo/Knights of Columbus/7
p.m./K/C building, Squire Hale
Road.
Kappa Department/Murray
Woman's Club/6:30 p.m./club
house.
First Baptist Church Women/
Dorothy Group with Estelle Gray
and Kathleen Jones (11 a.m.)/Lottie
Moon at Holiday Inn (11 a.m.)/Bea
Walker with Pat Wood (7 p.m.)
Kentucky
n' Barkley
Bass'N'Galsn p.m./Louie's Steak
House.
Bingo party/for West View Nurshing Home residents/by Alpha Mu
#4760 Epsilon Sigma Alpha
International/6 p.m.
Boating safety course/6:30
p.m./Room 228, Roy Stewart Stadium, MSU.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Barrow Show and Sale/weigh-in 7
a.m./show 11 a.m./sale 6 p.m./West
Kentucky Expo Center.
RecitalIMSU Chamber Orchestra/
free admission/8 p.m./Lovett Auditorium, MSU.
Wednesday, March 6
Murray Overeaters Anonymous/
beginners 5:15 p.m./regular 5:30
p.m./Elli.F, Community Center.
Senior Citizens' Golf League/9
a.m./Miller Memorial Golf Course.
Bereavement Support Group/9:30
a.m. Hospice Office, third floor,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital/
Info Nancy Rose, director.
Pafents and Twos/9:30
a.m./Calloway County Public
Library.

•

er. I
lon't

And?
told
ther

Story Hours/10:30 a.m. and 3:30
.,p.m./Calloway County Public
)Library.
Senior citizens' activities/Wealcs
Center/9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Senior citizens' activities/Hazel
Center/10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
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St. Leo Catholic Church/events
include: Murray Food Coop

First Christian Church events
include: Pastor's Class/4 p.m.;
Wonderful
Wacky
Wednesdays/5:30 p.m.; Chancel
Choir/7:15 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
events include: Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m.; Handbell Choir/4
p.m.; Youth Club/5 p.m.; Wednesday Night Fellowship/5:30 p.m.:
Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church
Women/7:30 p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church events
include: Mid -Week Bible Study,
Acteens, RAs, GAs and Mission
Friends/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church events
include: Bible Study/9:45 a.m.:
Fellowship Supper, Youth
Handbells/5:30 p.m.; Library
open/6:15 p.m.; Children's Choirs,
Prayer Meeting, Klaymata
Fellowship/6:30 p.m.; Sanctuary
Choir/7:45 p.m.

Health Express/Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/9-11 a.m. at Henry, Tenn., City Hall.
GED test/8 a.m./Counseling and
Testing Center, Ordway Hall,
MSU.

Rudy Gatlin needs
delivery assistance

Occupational Safety and Health
Course/8 a.m./Room 205, Stewart
Stadium, MSU.

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP)- A
nurse assisting the birth of entertainer Rudy Gatlin's first child also
had to give first aid to the new
father in the delivery room.
."The mother and child are both
doing fine. The father is queasy,"
said Kathy Gangwisch, a publicist
for country singers Larry Gatlin
and the Gatlin Brothers.
The baby, boo Monday to Gal
lin and his wife, Kim. wo named
Austin Harmon Gatlin. Harmon is
Mrs. Gatlin's maiden name.
Gangwisch said.
Gatlin, 38 - the - youngest Singing family member in the group was in the delivery room when a
nurse noticed he looked ill, the
publicist said.
"They had to give him ammonia
and then oxygen so he wouldn't
pass out," Ms. .Gangwisch said.

Westside Baptist Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church' events
include: Youth Choir/6:I5 p.m.:
business meeting/7 p.m.; Weekly
Workers'/8 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include: Supper/p.m.; prayer
service/7 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/8
p.m.
Cordelia Erwin Circle, South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church Women/1:30 p.m.
Kirksey United Methodist
Church events include: UM
Women/1:30 p.m.; Study Group/7
p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Iron Industry/10:30 a.m., 1:30
p.m./Homeplace-1850, LBL.

Alrrio. James C Burton. At. 4, Box 200,
Benton, Mrs Mary L Jones, 1654 Calloway,
Murray,
James Earl Dowdy, 717 Elm St., Benton,
James H Phillips, At. 1, Box 88, Clinton,
Robert M Treas, At. 1, Box 73. Murray,
Earl A Pealo. 401 South 10th St. Moray, Mrs Mabel W Farmer, 1510 Glendale
Rd. Murray. Mrs Ora G Wiley, 316 North
Fourth St. Mayfield

One newborn adrnissiotvidd dismissals at Murray-Calloviay County Hospital for Sunday, March 3,
have been released as follows:

Newborn admission
Peebles baby boy, parents. Belinda and
MiirC. 110 North Ninth St, Murray
Dismissals
Alfred Walkling, Box 267, New Concord,
One Jones, RI 1, Box 69, Hazel: Charles
Paschall. Pt 2. Box 180. Puryear, Tenn;
Mrs Wanda Miles. At 6, Box 320-A1,
Murray, Mrs Elaine Henkebein, Pt 4, Box
81. Benton. MU Cynthia Wells. Rt. 1. Box
375, Mayfield,
Rufus Dunlap, RI 2, Box 199. Buchanan,
Tenn.: John Billhenrer. P0 Box 1154,
Murray.
Mrs lAildred lifstrs. 1703 Colter Farm
Rd Murray; Mu Patti Cox and baby boy,
15327 Linton Rd Cadiz.

LeDlg Tr: 6 a.m.-10 p.m.

Cab
/1-intaurani,n

Kite Building Registration
Address
Phone
Registration Fee: S2.00
(Checks made to Calloway County Public Library)

(Selected Books1
30% Off

K AFf ER 4 P.M

753-8080 - Pvt. Party Room Available

•

Special Order
Wallcoverings

Our Dinners start at $3.95 - Offer Good Thru March 11

BEAUTIFUL WINDOWS BY AMERICA'S BEST
KNOWN NAME IN DECORATING
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SALE
Ladies' Denim Shorts up to
Ladies' Denim Jackets

size 24

Riviera/
1
2 aelicate
blind controls light
nearly disappears
when open

$999-S 1299

kilox

Rivier;1" with over

300 colorful optionS,
this blind brings
fashion to your home

15

Z-Shede7a new
approach. Softer
Perfect alone or with
an over treatment.

Looking
for a fresh approach?
Try this unique
Horizontal Blind ..

Only 6

Selected Group Exquisite Form Bras
S4 ca
Children's Denim '
40'
6 oil
New Spring Arrivals! Winter Clearance!
Ladies & Children's
Merchandise
Merchandise
Up To 70% Off
20'6-30% Off

Black's

s r'
Ayt •

701 S 4th St
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A series of kite building lessons will be offered at Callow
ay
Public Library starting Saturday, March 9, at 10 a.m. Two County
other sessions are scheduled for Saturdays, March 16 and 23, with
Mary
Anne
Halley, Vince Medlock and Ted Dotson as instruc
tors. Kiie designs
will meet the guidelines established by Betty Scott's
Committee for
the kite flying contest at Springtime in the Park. A small
fee of $2 for
supplies will be taken. Video tapes and movies of kite
building and
kite flying will be scheduled at the library during
February and
March. An exhibit of kites will hang in the library
meeting room
throughout the month of March. For information
call 753-2288. Interested persons may complete the registration
form printed below.

FREE SLICE OF HOMEMADE PIE
WITH ANY DINNER
STEA
OR

Jeremy Cavitt

Kitt' lessons scheduled

Have we got a
deal for you...

Daily
12th & Sycamore

AplaPelloorINGO•••••••••••

, ..-•••••
7

demonstrate exceptional dependability; loyalty, truthfulness, punctuality; service to God, family, and
country; cooperation, courtesy,
leadership, personality to assume
responsibAity; and patriotism,
unselfish interest in church, family,
school, community and nation.
,

DR. GOTT

Ask your doctor
DEAR READER Creatine phos- which type of CPK appeared in your
phokinase is an enzyme contained in blood tests and request advice about
muscle tissue. When muscle is dam- treatment for muscle cramps. such as
aged or strenuously exerted. CPK stretching exercises or heat therapy.
spills into the bloodstream and can be
DEAR DR GOTT. I'd appreciate
measured This provides the basis for any information you can provide on
the blood test for acute myocardial Pick's disease.
infarction (heart attack)
DEAR READER. Pick's disease is
During a heart attack, cardiac mus- a rare, progressive mental disorder.
cle is, injured and releases CPK, the marked by neurotic behavior, personlevel Of the enzyme in the blood di- ality changes, diminished mental
rectly reflects the degree of cardiac abilities- and poor judgment. The
injury. Sometimes the CPK rises cause is unknown, but the affliction-is
when the cardiogram fails to show a characterized by a shrinkage of the
heart attack, so the blood test is a front of the brain. Pick's disease canvaluable adjunct in making the not be distinguished from Alzheimer's
diagnosis.
disease, with which it shares many
Similarly. CPK may- leak Into the symptoms.
bloodstream from non-cardiac (skeleTreatment is directed toward contal) muscles - those in the arms and trolling the emotion
al outbursts and
legs. for instance. Strenuous physica:
l agitation that these -patients suffer:
activity, cramps and muscle bruising also. patients with
Pick's disease need
can lead to eitremelv high. tempo- a lot of supervision
and care with evrary elevations of blood CPK
eryday tasks, such as eating and
Doctors determine the presence Of dressing There is
no cure. Although
cardiac or skeletal muscle CPK by patients with Pick's
disease are ordianalyzing the type of enzyme. Cardiac narily- diagnosed by
-a neurologist,
CPK is called 'MB", regular. muscle they can be treated
and managed by a
CPI( isl'erme-d-^.VINF-Th us. a patient family doctor. usually in a nursing
with chest pain following n injury. home or similar setting.
such as a fall or an auto accident. will
have a high CPK Mi. indicating that
the chest pain is non-cardiac in origin
Conversely, a person who has a heart
attack during exercise will show a
disproportionately high CPK MB value, confirming the presence of cardiac damage
Therefore, before answering youK

(Cont'd from page 6)

One newborn admission, dismissals and one expiration at MurrayCalloway County Hospital for
Monday, March 4, have been
released as follows:

Jeremy Cavitt has been selected
as the recipient of the Good Citizen
Award by Daughters of the American Revolution at Tiptonville,
Tenn.
Cavitt, a senior at Lake County
High School, Tiptonville, is the son
of the Rev. and Mrs. Steve Cavitt
of Tiptonville; and the grandson of
Mr. .1 and Mrs. John B. Cavitt of
Murray and Mrs. Verlene Josep,h
and the late Willie Wade Joseph of
RL 1, Kirksey.
Tamara Outland, left, one of the coordinators of the
Cavitt is in the top 20 percent of
Style Shows for
the Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club,
his
senior class. Among his accomsales with Annie Nance, center, and Mary Shipley. discusses ticket
plishments are: a member of LCHS
The other coordinators are Laura Miller and Karen Isaacs. Tickets
football, basketball and baseball
for the March 19th
Style Shows which benefit music scholarships at
teams; a delegate to Boys' State in
Murray State University are S7 for the noon luncheon-show and
his junior year: a member of the
$4 for the 7 p.m.
dessert-show. Tickets may be purchased from any
Lake
County Chapter of the
ment member or from Annie Nance at-, downtown Peoples depart
National Honore Society; a memBank.'
ber of Student Council; a member
of Key Club and a former member
of Key Club Board of Directors.
The DAR Good Citizen contest
by Peter Gott. M.D.
is one aspect of the NSDAR progDEAR DR GOTT Please explain question. I'd have to know which type ram to foster patriotism, citizenthe significance of a high CPK read- of CPK was measured in your blood. ship, and an understanding of
ing from my recent blood tests. On oc- From your description. I'd guess that America's heritag
e ,..and ideals.
casion I have terrible leg cramps and it was CPK MM. a direct result of
DAR Good Citizen winners
wonder if there is an association
your muscle cramps

Bible classes/7 p.m./Glendale Road
Church of Chrisi

Hospital...

Newborn admission
Alhusani baby giri. parents, Nadia and
Abduirahman. 1909-4 greenbriar Dr .
Murray
Dismissals
Jaryd Sanders, RI 1, Box 419, Murray,
Samuel Matthew Brewer, RI 2, Box 65-1,
Puryea, Tenn. Mrs Kathi D Johnson, At
7, Crossing 8, Murray,
•
Mrs Cindy Ann Chadwick, At 5, Box
1250, Murray_ Mrs Jean Chariot's McDougal, Pt 1, Box 282-B. Puryror, Tenn ,
Michael Barnhill, Pt 2, Bucharran. Tenn.,
Mrs Jean W Clow. At 1, Box 280-A.
Paris, Ton,,. Pas Debra Lee King, Rt 2.
Box 2501, Murray. Mrs Gloria Fay Lasater, RI 3, Box 1038. Murray:
Miss Miranda Rene* Hutson, At. 5, Box
4, Clifton Village. Pans, Tenn, Mrs Sondra
D. James and baby boa, At 1, Box 198,
Benton,
Miss Brenda Sue Bush and twin baby
girls, P 0 Box 222, Cadiz, Ws Hop* Lane
Rogers and baby girl, 1841 Hamilton.
Murray

Jeremy Cavitt selected
Good Citizen winner
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SPORTS
Tigers press on to meet Graves in semis
By DANIEL T. PARKER

Murray Ledger & Times Sports Editor

DRAFFENV1LLE — Alfred
Hitchcock would have loved directing Murray High School's 66-53
win over Heath High in the opening round of the First Region Tournament. but Tiger head coach Cary
Miller was only half-satisfied with
Monday night's in at Marshall
County High School.
-"I was extremely pleased with
our defensive effort in the second
half," Miller said after. the Tigers
advanced to meet Graves County in
-Fri-day. night's second-round action.
For nearly three quarters, the
game offered suspense worthy of a
Hitchcock movie — where the
viewer knows what's going to happen but isn't sure when or how;.
Everyone could -see the Tigets
laying in wait, ready to spring upon
the Pirates. But the Pirates were the
hunters as•well as the hunted, and
that had Miller on the edge of his
scat. "They have a good basketball
team." Miller said of the Pirates.
who finished their season with a
.20-9 record. ."They've really
improved as the year 'went on.'
Miller added. "They all play sa
hard and shoot so. well."
Meanwhile. Murray wasn't "as
sharp as we could be" going into
the game. Miller added. felt like
we gambled entirely too much on
defense in the first half." he said-.
"We allowed them to get the ball
inside too much. It was creating
too much pressure on our people
inside."
Miller said the Tigers made the
halftime adjustment that turned the
gamble into sure bet. and set the
stage for the thrilling climactic
scene.
-We 'hen: to a different press."•
L27 ,.:4.,adding that the__Tigers_
_
a netter job of jumping — the

kids were moving a lot better" in
the second half.
Clamping down the jaws of their
defense allowed the Tigers to claw
the Pirates offensively as well.
"We did a better job of running our
offense and getting the ball inside,"
Miller noted of the second -,half
execution.
_
Murray had erased a 16-10 Pira .

lead at the start of the second quarter w:ith an 11-2 run featuring
Heath Walls (3-point shot, outside
jumper, two assists) and Jason
Joseph (three inside buckets).
That gave Murray a 21-18 lead,
but the Pirates tied the game at
23-23 before Willis Cheaney hit a
trademark 3-point shot with six
seconds left in the half.

The Tigers seemed ready to tear
the game open in the third quarter.
Leading 28-25, Murray got a
basket by Bart Crum from four feet
and a putback from Joseph to go up
by seven.
Allen Rayburn's defensive pressure resulted in a tipped pass which
Walls retrieved, firing to Cheancy
for a layup and 34-25 margin.

Tiger defense clamped down on Heath in the second
half of Murray High's 66-53 regional tournament
victory Monday night. Above, Allen Rayburn (20; went
to the floor against the Pirates' Matt Blackwell on
a defensive effort that eventually resulted in Rayburn
tipping Blackwell's pass to Heath Walls:-(24)-and
setting up a Tiger layup.

Cheaney drilled a "3" with 3:57
left in the quarter for a 39-29 edge
— but Heath's Matt Harrison hit an
outside jumper to start a 7-2 Pirate
run that closed the gap. with Harrison sinking a layup off Corey Tilford's assist to pull the Pirates
within 41-38 with 1:16 left in the
third.
Cutting the lead only' increased
the suspense leading up to the
classic Hitchcock climax.
Joseph took a pass from Rayburn
and scored on the short junter,
and the Tiger press forced a bad
pass with 49 seconds left. Walls
then canned a 3-point shot with 28
seconds left for a 46-38 lead, and
Joseph blocked a Pirate shot with
12 seconds left. Rayburn scooped
up the loose ball and was fouled on
the drive downcourt. adding both
free throws. with 0:07 left.
The Tigers had increased their
lead by seven points in 69 seconds
and weren't doneyet.
Joseph took a pass from Cheaney
and scored on a lean-in shot with
6:16 left to increase the lead to
50-38 before Harrison snapped the
Pirate slump with a short hook.
Cheaney answered with a 10-foot
jumper for Murray.
It was 53-44 with just over two
minutes left when the Tigers sealed
Heath's fate. Joseph scored on a
short bank shot. Cheaney stole the
ball and made a great pass to Walls
for the layup and 57-44 lead.
A Pirate player drew a technical
foul for slapping the backboard on
Walls' layup. and Cheaney canned
both free throws for a 59-44 lead
with 2:04- left. On the possession
following the free throws, Crum
took a pass from Cheaney and
scored to push the gap to 61-44.
then reversed the play by tossing to
Cheaney for a layup and 19-point
lead with just over a minute left to
(Coned on page 9)

Racers hope host role as successful as it was in past

corn
t.c four-team affair
same a› .t was in 1990 and 19...
Racer trip to the NCAA.
The Murray State Racers have
Tournament. • .
no interest in being gracious host - "We are 80 minutes away from
a
come ['poll' time Wednesday night
golden moment." Racer coach
for the semifinals of the 1991 Ohio
Steve Newton - said. "We're down
Valley COnference tournament_
to a one game season every night.
Murray State will face No. 6 and 1 feel our team is ready for
IL I
seed Morehead State Wednesday at
feel good about our posture. and
8 p.m.. just after No. 2 Eastern
we could:1'1 ask for a better .opporKentucky faces No..5 Middle Ten- • turtity. We couldn't have drawn
it
nessee at 5:30 in Racer Arena. -up-any better. The table is set
and
Tickets are available at the NISU
it is up to us to take advantage of
ticket office in Stewart Stadium.
MSC: officials will make sure the
The Racers will take a sevenother three teams have enough towgame w inning streak, their longest
els. know where their locker room
of the season. into -Wedne
•is, and ill! the little things that go ectintes: against the Eagles. sday's
Murray
viith noting a tournament. But defeated—Morehead
both meetings
‘,4..r-ra,, also hoes that the outthis season, taking an 80-55 victory
By,DAVID RAMEY

Ledger 8 Times Asst Sports Edrtor

h.n

said. "They played our wheels off
the last time they' were here and
they've played well on the road all
nd l0-2 in league p;:iy. and won
season long."
:he right to host the tournament and.
• • •
a crirst-ro..ind bye. The first game features a matchThe E;ig:e. are 16-12 overall and
up of a balanced Eastern team and
finished the OVC %ear at 4-8. They
a young, but talented Middle
defeated No. -3 seed Tennessee
squad.
Tech 88-83 Saturday in Cookeville
The Colonels, 19-9 overall and
io earn their second straight tourna- 9-3 in the OVC
regular season, are
ment berth-.
making their fifth straight appearMorehead is led by Rod Mitch- ance in the semifin
als. They the
ell, a first -team ali-OVC pick. who semis with a
91-70 victory over
averaged 17.5 points and 10.0 Tennessee State.
Eastern has won
rebounds a contest. Brian Miller five in a row.
pitched in 15 points a game for the
EKU doesn't have one of. the
Eagles. while Brett Roberts scores league's top 15
scorers, but has a
at a 13.8 clip.
balanced attack led by Aric Sinc"Morehead is a tZiain that has lair, Kirk Greathouse
and Mike
progressed immensely" Newton Smith. Eastern also won
both reguI r:

By George, the Yankees are having fun
By BEN WALKER

Inc 6wher's box will remain err.;
lie can't sit in the plush, chairs he
instalied a- few. years ago.
Make no mistake: the Yankees st... run the most tense camp
PORT LAUDERDALE_Fia; anywhere.
LitTiC since ansone - can
-After
- al- where else do policemen with guns patrol the field?
remember, 'spring training is fun aga:n f or the New York
Yankees.
OK. so 'd learn
team is no good. At least the players get to enjoy
The players laugh. The players joke. The players look up at the owners
c'
tnerrise
Ives.
box, and smile.
_
"It's a.lot more relaxed. You
- can. feel -it,." Jesse Barfield said. "Let's
"It's definitely different ,thi4 year.- Don Mattinc:y said. You
don't
hope
that carries over to the field.''
fee, his presei,ce.Life without George means no whispering arOund the batting
That's George Steinbrenner, of course. Banned from basebalLAstu
cage,
rnpassing the word from veterans to rookies that the Boss
mer, the Boss hasn't been seen this spring. He has bought tickets
was watching.
for sorhe
Life without George means no lectures - or. more importantly.
exhibition games. but that's basically all he's 'allowed to
the threat
do.
(Coned on page 9)
Associated Praia. Basebail Wrn•r

lar season contests against the Blue
Raiders, taking •a 83-73 win in
Richmond and a - 79-74 win in
Murfreesboro.
Middle Tennesee, 20-8 overall
and 6-6 in league play rallied from
a 15-point second half deficit to
down Austin Peay Saturday night
in Clarksville 87-83.
Middle is led by' Robert Taylor.
who averages 14 points a contest.
He drilled in 38 against the Governors Monday night. including eight
3-pointers.
The inside game is anchored by
all-OVC pick Warren Kidd. Kidd is
the second best rebounder in the
league.
• • •
The league had two coaching
changes Wednesday. as one coach
resigned and another was named.
Tennessee' State coach Ron
Abernathy resigned after two years
as Tiger coach. The Tigers finished
a disappointing 5-23 including 1-11
in league play with the only win
coming against the Racers.
Tennessee-Martin named former
Murray State coach Cal Luther as
head coach. Luther coached the
Pacers this year on an interim
basis. UTM will join the league
officially in 1992-93.

St. Peter's now has chance to show NCAA
colors
By The Associated Press

e
sit

1 just knew that Sean Green would a..,o know he
was there.''
Green - was 5--for-1'5 from the
Jar cry from his
You can find St. Peter's on' a map. Just locate Jersey City. 16-for-21 effort against Siena
and his 12-for-16 outing when
N.J.
he scored 30 points the last time SL Peer's met Iona
(17-12).
Now for the first time, you can also find the Peacocks in
"I knew he wasn't getting anything that easy again," said
the- field for the NCAA tournament.
Andrew's: who scored 13 points and was named MVP
for the
• St Peter's earned its first trip to March Madness with a tournament held in Albany
, N.Y. **I thought I could get him
64-58 victory over Iona for the Metro Atlantic Athletic Con- frustrated and make him
shoot his team out of the game."
ference championship and the automatic bid to the field of,64
The Peacocks didn't pull away until the final minutC
,,when
that comes with it.
Antoine Allen made two free throws.and.Andrews broke
away
'I am very proud of this team.- Peacocks, coach -Ted Fiore for a dunk to ,make .it
62-54 with 25 seconds left.
said. "We made it to the NCAAs. We made St. Peter's his"I told the guys there would be wins and losses in life.
You
tory and we have a chance to put Itierrit.' on the map."
learn front them and move ori," Iona coach Gary Brokaw
SL Peter's_ was one of four teams on Monday night to earn said. "I can't put how
disappointing it is on a scale of 1 to
an invitation to the NCAA-tournament, which gets underway 100 because's it's
probably 110.'
March 14. The others were South Alabama; which beat Old
St. Peter's- Tony Walker led all scorers with 18 points,
Dominion 86-81 to win the Sun Belt: Richmond, which yvhile Jasper Walker
had 10 points, nine assists and eight
downed George Mason 81-78 to win the Colonial Athletic rebounds.
Association; and Pepperdine, which beat St. Mary's. Calif.,
"It's a real great feeling," Tony Walker said. "Everybody
71-68 in overtime to win the West Coast Conference.
doubted us at the beginning of the year. They didn't
think we
The Peacocks (24-6) lived up to their reputation as a stand- could win 15 games,
and then were surprised when we won
out defensive team, holding their third straight tournament 20., Now I guess
they're real surprised we're going to the
opponent to less than 60 points. There waS also an impressive NCAA."
individual effort as Marvin Andrews held lona's Sean Green
IAARCH MADNESS
to 10 poiks, 13.7 below his season average and 33 below
Sun Bell
what he had in Sunday night's semifinal win over Siena.
South Alabama (22 8; ended !no upset
stnng of sever'n ,seeded Old Dominion
(14 '8: which had beaten No 2
Aaam Birm,righam and No 3 So'" Florida
"What this came down to was lust a case of will and a case
reach the championship garne,in q trial 5gr in the
conference before *airing tor
of true grit," Fiore said. "I knew Marvin would be there and
the Colonial Aihiefic AssoCiatiOn

• •-•

4p0

,

,
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The Jaguars the rear season criampions arid tournament hosts,
:ook the lead
tor god at 75-72 gni. 2 43 to pay on a 3-pointer by Derek Turrier.-who finished
with 14 pores, as del B000ie James
Old Dominion center Chris Gaping, the tournament's most vaivabie player,
was
held to Just 10 pores after averaging 26 points the first two games
Colonial Athletic Association
The Spiders (21 9) earned their second straight NCAA berth and fifth in
eight
years with the homeoburt victory bend the 26 points and 11 rebounds
of 6-foot-10
Jim Shields Fourth-seeded George Mason 04-16) ioat to Richmond
for the 11th
tone in !heir last 12 meetings
The Spiders, who took the lead for good at 56-54 with 12 minutes to pay
on a
Jumper by Shields, made eight of nine free throws in the final 202 arid 'el 78-68 on
two tree throws by Shields with 56 seconds left
Byron Tucker led George Mason von 26 points and Mike Hargett had 23
West Coast Conference
Pepperdine won Is first conference c.harnoonship and first NCAA bid since
1986
',with the overtime victory Oesole having Just eight players from midway through
the
first half Geoff Lear scored four of his cites, high 32 points in !he ovenirne
as the
Waves overcame an 11 -point deficit in the second half Thurman Watson's lump.,
with 43 seconds lifted St Mary's 113-17) into a 65-65 tie, and tats how
regulation
ended lear's dunk with 205 to play gave the Waves the .ead tor good at
68-67
Garrett Daniel lad pre Gaels with IS points
Pepperdine OrConference payer of the year Dog Christie to injury in
the guar
terfinsi will over Portland. and staring center Derek Noether spranell
an ankle mid
way through the first half of the championship game
Other Games
Penn State playing its last season in the Alarm 10, beat Tempe 52-50 in
one
semifinal arid will serve as nost for Thursday night's championship game The Ni'
!any Lions (19 10) will play George Washington (19-10), which beat St Josepn
s
84-82 in ovenim• in the other semifinal
Donald Whiteside's 3,pointer at the Dune! %MAKI OVEt!' me and Northern Illinois
(25-4) scored the final 13 points of the extra session for a
76 63 victory over Nonn
em Iowa in the semifinals of the Mid-Comhent Conference The Huskies will play
Wisconsin-Green Bay (23-6). which pox Emile,
63 54 ,••• the ether
'semifinal
Ronnie Schmitz scored a schoo record 51 ports arid Missouri-Kansas City
(5-14) sea a team sconng record in a 1 28-119 victory over US Internatio
nal Tony
Dumas also passed Schmitz's year-oid school record of 38 points with a 40-point
effort The Gulls, who lost 22 of their Last 23 games to finish 2-26. were led once
again by the nation's lending scorer Kevin Bractsnaw, who finished with 43 points
arid a 376 average The game may have been the last for USW. which declared
bankruptcy earlier in the season

Let's Fill Racer Arena!

Inside
Scoop
David
RAMEY Assistant Sports Editor

Playing under a microscope
hasn't been easy for Jason
Joseph. but Murray High's 6-8
senior takes it easy.
He tossed in 19 points, pulled
down eight rebounds and had
three blocks in Murray's 63-55
win over Heath in Monday's
opening round of the First
Region tournament at Marshall
County'.
Joseph signed with the Murray State Racers in pre-season,
and although there have been
some to question the move, he's
developed into a solid post
player as the season has
progressed.
Like many teams, Heath
decided to surround Joseph.
They' didn't succeed, as he
dominated the low post area.
"It's been happening all
year," Joseph said. "I've been
having a lot of trouble with
scoring 'inside."
That trouble leaves some
wondering why the Racers took
a chance on him. More than
one person in the area has
expressed the opinion that
Joseph won't be able to help
Murray State.
"I-Zan't Speak for Murray
State," Tiger coach Cary Miller
said. "But I think he's got all
the tools they' look for. He's
big and strong, he runs well, he
jumps well. And he's going to
improve in every part of his
game. He's going to make a
fine college player."
That expected improvement,
that "potential" was Joseph's
ticket to Division I basketball.
He just turned 17 years old in
November, and could grow
some more before leaving Murray State. Miller has seen much
improvement from Joseph's play
as a sophomore.
"It's the difference between
daylight and dark," Miller said.
"And he should improve more.
He's just 17 years old. This
year, he's been sick or hurt all
year and I think that ,has really
hurt him, but I think you've
seen the kind of potential he
has in the last three games."
Joseph is expecting a smooth
transition to the college level.
"t'm not going, to have much
of a problem when I get to
college," Joseph said. "My
whole game is going to change,
and I know' I'm going to have
to get better."
The left-hander couldn't have
picked a better system to develop in. Murray: -State has had a
lot of success developing players in the last six years. and
Joseph is a "project". But he's
a project that could help the
Racers -down the road.
He's got skills, he has the
physical size and strength, and
he also has a good work ethic.
Yes, I think he can help the
Racers, but that's the furthest
thing on his mind right now.
"I really: haven't thought
about Murray State much right
now," he said last night. "I'm
just- trying-to get through this
season."
• • • •
Meanwhile, Murray's marquee
point guard. Willis Cheaney.
Says he's heading out of town.
"It's nothing against Murray
State, but they've __already
recruited their guards,7.-Cheaney
said. "Frank Alte-n'S just a
sophomore and Cedric Gurnm's
a freshman so 1 don't see a lot
of- playing time."
Cheaney says a whole bunch
of regional schools have contacted him, but he's leaning
tot4ards East Tennessee State.
Th Buccaneers are No. 19 in
thelk country' and directed by
Kei "Mr." Jennings. a 5-7
point guard.
"I'm leaning towards East
Tennessee State," Cheaney said.
"They are a top Division I
school and they play a good
schedule. I've talked to the
coaches and they say I'll be
able to step in and play."
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Actions& Reactions By George...
(Cont'd front page 8)
of lectures.
Now, there's fun along with sun. Mainly, there's a sense of
normalcy,
the kind that took over every camp each year, except
one.
This spring, there's no question about authori
ty. The players know
baseball men will be making the decisions, and
manage
r Stump Merrill
and general manager Gene Michael won't
need to look over their shoulders, wondering whether the Boss is watchi
ng.
"Everytime he was in the building, everyone knew
it," Mattingly said.
"Everyone was aware of presence, whether
you saw him or not."
No one was exempted, either.
A former public relations man for the Yanke
es used to go to Pompano
Park, a local horse track. He always had to leave
by
however, because Steinbrenner set a curfew for the fifth or sixth race,
room by 10 p.m. in case something needed him to be back in his
to
There are those Who said Steinbrenner's tight be announced.
camp built some early
intensity that helped the team. The Yankees had
the
best record in baseball during his hands-on ownership. and
Steinbrcnner liked to say he
instilled the winning attitude right away.
He also made sure — intentionally or not — that
there was plenty of
turmoil and controversy from the start. This year,
there hasn't been hardly
any at all, just the absence of Pascual Perez., and
he showed up Monday.
Instead, the most interesting man in camp for the
Yankees remains the
man who's still missing.
"It's sure different," Steve Sax said. "Way
different."

'Breds win second straight
Staff Report

Patterson coached the 3rd Oh grade chempro
nshrps or :'•,) L-adoway County Little League
basketball program we team members
„Including (front lett to nght) Dale Powell and Jusbn
Morns. (second row) Patterson Jason McCusto
n, Chris Jones Craig Outland (back) John
Correll John Vance Payton Patterson,
Kyle Tracy and Brian Adams

Basketball
Arkansas sac "arevie !0 ne Southwest Conference and, one day :ate,. to No 3 in The
Associated Press coliege'poll The Razorba
cks
tell to No 5, the iowest they've been an season,
after a 99-86 loss to Texas on Sunday Arkansaslea4es the SWC for the Southeastern Con'erence next season UNLV (27-0) received all
62 first-place votes and 1.550 points after
ending its reg.,lar season undefeated with
a
!04 83 .victory over Fullenon Slate on Saturday. Indiana State and Alazm State. both in
1979, were the last teams to go undefeated in
'he regular season. Ohio State (25-1) beat
Michigan State 65-64 on a tree throw with one
second left and held
2 with 1,488 points
Indiana (25-4) moved from No 510 No 3 after
Dewing Wsconsin 74-61, gett.ng 1,363 points.
and Syracuse (26-4) was No 4 with 1,347
ports after a 62 58 victory over Georgetown
Ater Arkansas, the Top Ten consisted of
Duke
,
Nonn Carolina (22-5), Utah (26-2).
1 25
-Arizona (24-6) and Kentucky (22-6)
• • • •
'CARSON CITY, Nei, — A Nevada Senate bill
tell•ng the NCAA to play far With UNLV
arid
other colleges embroiled in athletic disputes
moved to tne state Assembly for consideration
S8202. introduced by Senate_ Majority Leader
John Vergiels. '0 Las Vegas, requires the
NCAA to hold recorded hearings, rule quickly
and of beck teams from competing witho.n
,ust cause
• • • •
BATON ROUGE. La •— Shaquilie °Near —
Lou.siana State's 7-foot-1 sophomore center
and the nat•on's leading rebounder — has a
na.n.ne tradLire of his let leg and will
miss the
Southedttern Conference tournament this
weekend. says Coach Dale Brown Brown said
O'Neal. the SEC Player of the Year, should be
ready for theli4C-AA-teioxienkent-dpening March

No

Pro basketball
The I.J'an Jan are Starting to make Some noise
in the NBA playa race The Ian routed the
Orlando Magic 106-88 Monday night for their
third consecutive victory on the road and fourth
consecutive win overall
To be a good team,
you have to be able to go out arid win on tne
road." said Karl Malone. who toad 30 points
and
11 rebounds
You've got to win the close
games. and sometimes you've got to win
•mPreSS've'y._ like. we did tonight " The Jazz
started their six-game road trip with narrow victories at Detroit and Philadelphia before routing
the Magic Nine wins in 11 games have given
Utah a !rid-game lead in the Midwest Division
over Sane Antonio The division winner most
wilt be the second s6ed in the Western
Conference playoffs, while the second-place
trisher could lose homecoun advantage in the
first round Malone scored 10 of IU.ah's first 12
points in the second quarter. key.ng a 14-4 run
that gave the Jazz a 35-26 lead
Orlando.
whose 8-3 record in February was the most
successful month in the club's two-year history,
never recovered
•Ersewhere in The NBA, it was Boston 126.
Indena 13.1 , PhoenV 126. Charlotte 93,
Dallas
102, New Jersey 100. and Seethe 105, Golden
State 99
i
• • • •
NEW YORK - Gerald W ikins of the New York
Knicks,was named the NBA's play* of the
week for the period ending Sunday after averara.r.g 23 7 Writs, 63 rebound
s and live
assists New York was 3-G last week and has a
tore-game winning streak
• • • •
NEW YORK — Darrell Walker of the Washington Bullets was fined 84,500 and Date Ellis of
the Milwaukee Bucks was fined $2,000 by the
NBAJor the.
' roles in an incident following- the
Bucks 106-1 05 victory last Friday night at
Aliiwaukee
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Demon
W I. Pct
GB
B,s1oh
43 16 729
•••ladaioNa
32 25 561 10 *
New Yoe*
27 31 466 15.4
Washington
2236 379
New Jersey
'9 39 328 234
Miami
18 39 316 24
Centro' Division
Chicago
41 15 732
Detroit
38 22 633 5
SAlisavoiee
36 23 610
Atlanta
33 25 569 9
Indiana
27 31 466 15
Cerkeisne
20 37 351 214
Chancre
17 41 243 25
WESTERN CONFERENCE
11.04.•• Divwcin
W I. Pct
GB
Ulan
39 18 684
San Antonio
36 19 655 2
Houston
33 24 579 6
Dallas
22 35 386 1 7
Orlando
19 39 328 20
Minnesota
18 38 321 204
Denver
16 40 286 22

Pacific Division
45 14
12 16
38 19
30 27
29 28
20 37
15 41
Tuesday's Games- Denver at Atlanta 630 pin Charlotte at Indiana 630 pin
LA Clippers at Marrs 630 Pm
LA Latins at fennescita 7 pm
Pnoeni Vtilvi Vont, 7 pin •
Mlivaukee it Chri-sgn .750 pm
Koki Jersey at _Houston. 730 pm
Ptinadelphia at San Antonio 730 D in
Cleve1ahd at Seams. 9 prn
Gods. State at Sacramento 9 10 Pm
Poniano
LA Lasers
Phiwn,
Golden State
Seattle
LA Clovers
Saciainerto

763
724
667
526
509
351
268

A couple of more games like the
first two and Murray State Thoroughbred coach 'Johnny Reagan
'Won't be worrying about his
offense.
The 'Breds moved to 2-0 with a
10-5 victory over St. Louis Monday afternoon at Reagan Field, as
Murray broke open a close contest
with two runs in the sixth, seventh
and eighth innings.
Reagan was concerned about the
Murray offense, but after scoring

2'i
6
11
Is
24
284

Golf
MIAMI — Ater six years of trying, Rocco Mediate captured his first PGA tournament with a
sudden -death victory over Curtis Strange in the
rain-delayed Dora) Open. Mediate, the leading
money winner this season, made an B-foot pun
tor bide on the first playoff hole Strange__
missed a 15-1001 birdie try. Mediate is one of
the few pros using the extra long putter, more
popular among the Seniors Tour players But
since he went to the 49-inch putter, he hasn't
elver than 13th With hi5 •IGIOrf. went
$252.000. Mediate has earned $4403,824 He
also leads in stroke average (68 62) Mediate
finished with a round of 72 for a 276 total
Strange had a final round of 67..Andy Bean arid
Russ Cochran, who shared the lead when pay
was halted Sunday. missed the playoff by a
stroke, at 11 -under 277 Bean had a clos-g 74
and Cochran 73 Jack Nicklaus. 51, seeking his
first regJ•ar-tour iirClOry Since the 1986 Masters.
finished 41 a tie 10r fifth at 279 with Davis Love

Baseball
BRADENTON Fla — Barry Bonds'
unhaPPIneSS over b S cont'act boob over into an
obscenity-laced, on -field shouting match with
Pittsburgh Pirates manager Jim Leyland
,
coaches and reporters Bonds said the incident
!Pagan when the team told him he could not
have a personal photographer at tamp if he
refused to allow other photographers to take his
picture Bonds said he had the -freedom of
choice" to allow himself to be photographed
by
peopie of his choosing
• • • •
TOKYO — Hiromitsu 0ohial, Japan's only
three-time triple crown winner, is the
first
Japanese player to go to salary arbitration arid
is asking for $2,007,000 from the Chunichi Dragons, who are said to be offering a record
$1,690,000 No other Japanese player makes
more than $1,540,000 per year The 37-year
old slugger is already Japan's highest-paid
home-grown player, having earned an estimated. $1,3K.000 last season

Tennis
PALM SPRINGS Calif — Marina NavraLlo
va
forced Monica Seies to wan a week to become
the youngest No I tennis player rn the Open
era Navranulova raced around court on recently
repaired legs to take the final of the
Virginia
Siims of Palm Springs 6-2. 7-6 (8-6). With a
wr. Seles would've
the top player in
women•s tennis, but instead Sten;
Graf
remained No 1 tbr a record 186th consecut
ive
week
• • • •
INDIAN WELLS, Calif — Ninth-seeded Michaa
Chang cruised to a 6-1, 6-1 victory over Italy's
Marcelo Fiiippini in the first round 0' the
Champions Cup In other first-round matches
10th-seeded Andrei Chentasov of the Soviet
Union -defeated Pet- Korea Of Czechoslovakia
7-5; 6-, and 11th seeded Michael Stich of Ger
many beat Turn ivlayote of Boston 6-3, 6.1

become

CP)
illikr
ak

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency."
David King

901 Sycamore

Regional tournaments

753-8355

15th Region
McDowell 63 Pikeville 60
Snetdon Cars 64 Elkhorn City 42

BOYS
First Region
Dittos Co 66 Fulton Co 63
MURRAY 66 Heath 53
Second Region
Hopkinvolle 66 Utroh Co 54
Lyon Co 94 South Hopkins 82
Fourth Raven
Bowling Green 82 Barren Co 47
Todd Central 77 Metcalle Co 56
Eighth Region
Shots, Co 69 Bulm Central 65
°einem Co 72 Gwen Co 51
Ninth Region
Conner 115 Ft Thomas ligh•ands 72
Co 14o1inis 108 Beachwood 55
1216 Region
Russel Co 73 Marco Co Ss
Laurel Co 57 Danville 49
1311n Region
Corbin 82 Currtierland 65
Clay Co 96 lAcidosboro 46
14114 Region
Breathitt Co 86 Whitesburg 70
Owswy Co 84 AM* Co 73

Major college scores
SOUTH
Marro Fla 87 Fia Inteirasonal 65
MIDWEST
Mssoun 81 Notre Darn, 54
"oledo 109 Chicago St 89
Wit -Miairaulse 99 Nicholls St 72
FAR WEST
Mo -Kansas City 128 U S international 119
TOURNAMENTS
Atlantic 10 Conference
Semilinsla
George Washington 84 St Jossph• 612 0'
Poem St 52,. Tempe 50
Colonial AthiwIc Association
Champion•hip
Riclimond 8' Georiis Mason '4
Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference
Championship
St Peters 64 lona 58
Iled-Continent Conference
Swains*
N Illinois 76 P4 lows 63 GT
Wis -Green Bay 63 E
54
Sun Belt Conference
•
Championship
South Sabarna 86 001 Donsnion 81
West Coast Conforancs
Championship
PlaPcia,:t.1 e 1' Sr Marys Ca i 68 C'

GIRLS
.Thud Region
Ono Co 72 Owensboro 54
Bredunnd.ge Co 13. Multioncorg Non. 43
tOtti Region
Pans 65, Augusta 33
Montgomery Co 51 Mason C3 43

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 So. SYCAMORE

753-8355

fLEX IT
GYMS

Seaton 10. Tilford 7, Noes 4, Beyer,
Jackson,
McGregor, Bcbo FG 24/49, FT
2/5. 28
rebounds
Murray (66) — Cheariey 22, Joseph
19,
Walls 14, Rayburn 6, Crum 5, Bailey. Whitaker
FG 2558, FT 11/16, 27 rebounds
Records — Heath 20-9, Murray 22-9

'25

A Month

No Contract

Lose Weight - Tone Up • Don't Wait - Start Now
759-4955

1413 Olive Blvd., Murray

Enjoy The *acer
OVC Games
with the

Home Team Advantage.
Randy Herndon and
Mark Hart
On WBLN-FM 103.7
es.

The Voice of the Racers—

._

/

HEATH
14 23 38 53
MURRAY
10 26 48 66
Heath (53) — Harrison 21. Blackweii In

ASK ME ABOUT
Life, Major Medical, Annuities.
Medicare Supplement, Nursing
Home, Home Health Care.

Purdom, Thurman
& Mutt
407 Maple

The Insurance Center
of Murray

•0

GRAVES CO. 66
FULTON CO. 63
Both teams suffered through
sloppy play in the first game of the
tournament, with the Pilots posting
21 to the Eagles' 20,
Fulton County`qied the game at
55-55 midway through the fourth
quarter, but the Pilots abandoned
their inside game while Graves
County hit seven of eight free
throws to pull out the victory_
The Eagles were led by Greg
Butler, making a painful return
from a stress fracture in his foot to
score 14 points — 11 in the final
frame. Chris King and Jamie Stephens led the Eagles with 15
points.
Fulton's P.J. Warlick scored 24
points to lead all scorers.
• • • •
Graves and Murray will meet in
semifinal action Friday night at
6:30.
Tonight's games have Calloway
County's Lakers (15-15) going up
against First District champion
Carlisle County (14-15) at 6:30,
followed by 28-3 Paducah Tilghman meeting 3-21 St. Mary's.
•• • •

PAGE 9

SCOREBOAR,D

Tigers press.

(Coned from page 8)
play.
Murray coasted easily to the
'66-53 finish, with Chcaney claiming game-high scoring honors with
22 points (and seven assists) while
Joseph added 19 points with eight
rebounds. Walls had 14 points.
Crtim- also claimed eight
rebounds while Rayburn added five
assists to the Tigers' team total of
19 hand-outs.

Airkshed

21 runs in the first two games, the
Murray bats may make Reagan
breathe easier.
Jason Haner socked a two-run
homer for his second home run for
the season, while Jon Grzanich
stroked two doubles as Murray
pounded out 15 hits.
Pat Schmitt picked up the win in
relief of starter Kent Wallace. Murray native Rick Grogan pitched the
ninth for the second straight day.
The 'Breds now take to the road
for three weeks, including a spring
break trip to Hawaii, where Murray
will be in action Friday night.

Murray Ledger & Times Sports
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An Oak Tree Stands
As A Symbol

DAN McNUIT

of our

753-4451

T
u
r
f
C
a
r
e
your lawn care professionals
FERTILIZING • WEED CONTROL • INSECT CONTROL

753-1320

Service To You

We gave a lot of thought before choosing a syMbol to represent our
firm's service at
Miller Funeral Home. We chose the sturdy symbol of an oak tree
because it
represents values we think are important. Ttie oak tree is
a proud symbol that is
commonly found in this area. It stands tall and strong, and yet
its flexibility gives it the
resilience to move, grow, and change. Those are values also repre
sented at Miller
Funeral Home. Were locally operated by people you know and
trust. We know how to
provide families with quality service, yet be flexible enough
to meet their changing
needs. • We admire the oak's stability and flexibility, It symbo
lizes that we stand on
the strength of our service at Miller Funeral Home.

MILLER

Customer Service
Direct Line

We stand on the strength of our service

Your Lawn Is Our Business. Guaranteed.

%t

•

FUNERAL HOME
311 North 4th Street • Murray KY 42071
(5021 753-4612

,

Ia
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•
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OVC TOURNAMENT NOTES
Murray State Racers Is. Morehead State and Eastern
Kentucky/Middle Tennessee
Wednesday and Thursday, March 6-7, 1991
Racer Arena (5,550)
Murray, Kentucky

4

612 South 9th St
Murray KY 42071
15021 753 5719

Your Local Marble
Manufacturer
Open 8 00 to 4.30
Mon thru Fri

Racer Probable Starters
Murray State (22-8 Overall, 10-2 OVC fOrarnpion )
F 35 Greg Coble (6-3, 190. Sr.)
13.4 ppg, 4.6 rpg, .428 fgp, .849 ftp
F 55 John Jackson (6-6, 20:3", Sr.)
9.0 ppg. S.5 rpg, .520 fgp, .442 ftp
C 54 Popeye Jones(64, 260, Jr.)
20.7 ppg. 14.3 rpg, ..501 fgp, .724 ftp
G 30 Paul King (6-4, 190, Sr.)
11.1 -pre!. 4.3 rpg,.446 fgp, .692 ftp
G 33 Frank Allen (6-3, 175, So.)
14.7 ppg, 2.1 rpg, .355 fgp, .844 ftp

The Coaches _

_

_

Steve Newton (Indiana State '63) is in his sixth season as
head coach of the Racers
with a record of 114-64 (.640). The Racers have aehie
ed unprecedented success
during the Newton Era, as he has led the Racers. to two
NCAA Tournanfent
appearanCes and one National Invitation Tournament berth.
The 1988 and 1990 Ohio
Valley Conference Coach of the Year..
cton led Murray State to it.s' first-ever
NCAA Tournament victory- in *1988 and currently iiverages
19 \k ins per season,the best
average of any MSU basketball coach in school history. Newto
n is only the second
OVC coach to win or share four consecutive conference titles and is-the first
to achieve
the feat in 34 years.Since he joined the NISI.' staff as an assista
nt in 1978-79,the Racers
have posted a record of 233-141, a .623 winning pc rcenta
ee.
Newton is 9-3 against Morehead State 15-1 in Racer .Aren.
i. 12-4 against Eastern
Kentucky (7-1) and 7-6 .ieainst Middle Tenn.
state 4-2
Hwy. 641 North

Tommy Gaither(Clemson'69) 52.6 -;
;1! \-b-rehead State. Before
coming lo Morehead. Gaither was the w
-t et :7: l.ipit C011t:g;2
history. There, he earned Biz South Coach or tho
ha.7` in 19.5-.6, posting a
four-year record of 70-46,-for a compositeee o.i. bine rcc. .
122-1o9. Gaither is 1-against Murray State. 0-4 in Racer Arenae .
Nlike Pollio (Bellarmine '65) is 32-2f. in his s„, .e.j seas,
a at Eastern Kentucky...
Pollio, 214-118 overall, preYi.,usly ...,ached at
an (live years. 117-35)
and Virginia - Commonwealth four <e.ir-,
taking KWC to the
NCAA Division II Final Four and titkini.: V( 1: to H.
a',4) Invit ation Tournament.
Pollio is 1-4 against Murra% Statc. 6-3 in R.1s r
Bruce Stessart(Sacksomille f Ala.] State '75) i'ear at 5.1-1SL.', holding
a 140-75 record at the school. Stev.art
it
Virkzini,) Wusloan
from 1982-83 to 1983-84. posting a r
!,
tour-year collegiate
record of 204-84.
Stewart is 8-8 against Murra.< state. 2-,in R.ier Arena

ate I
whic

the

A
mg r
Reso

Thus Far

Mc601CLARD'S

Murray State is 22-8 o% crall and 102
in the OVC,repeat'irt as league regularseason champions. The Racers feat of
winning or sharing four consecutive OV(
titles has occured only once before in
conference history and not since 1957.
Murray has had 11 dpper-di'ision finishes in the OVC-' in the tact 12 Year,.
wammgesiXconferenee crow r
- iVTK R..
ers are currently ridine their longest s inning streak of the season, seven ceimes.
The Racers swept IL regular-season
home-and-home series with both NIL irehead State and Middle T.nns-'e State.
and split with Eastecn Kentucky.
N1orehead State is 16-12 ie.erall and
completed the 1991 OVC season %kith a
sixth-place 4-S record. The Eagles advanced to. the OVC Tournament semifinals by downing Tennessee Tech.
3. Saturday-in Cooke.. lie, Tenn.
Morehead fell to the k acers twiee.
5.5 at home and 1-73 in \l,„irrei%
Eastern Kentucky i,
A :Jail -and
Grvis.hed t he (A:(..‘ season wit ifrunn
urup 9-3'record. The C. l..nels deleat•,..1
rennesSee St ate in the t , • :lament's
t
round.')1-70.Saturdii< .•
1-.mondi K.
Eastern edged
-= a. Richmn ri
but fell 64-52 in Murray-.
Middle Tennessee State is .7 all after tinishine - tied for- thirl. in he
OVC regular season \kith -;* f •-1.k r-,•‘, r
The Blue Raiders
a 15-p aint
second-half deficit at Austin Pe,i state
Saturday, winning s7-The Blue RaiderRacer,. -11 t,t n \IA!
! ‘q) in Murra%.

Main St.

MERCURY
LINCOLN

Parker Ford

•

Lincoln-Mere urv,Inc
Since 192.,
701 Main St. 753-5273
The Experienced Trove!
Agency'

Patty Greenway
Kimberly House
Randy Wilkins
1304 Chestnut
(Next to Subby's Dixieland Center)

Murray State
Middle Tennes,ee
Eastern Kentucky
Austin Pea:.
Tenne-

(502) 753-TRIP (8747)
Hwy. 121 Bypass
Murray. Kentucky 42071

GOOD LUCK RACERS!

RACEWAY
AUTO SALES
Murray s Only $3,000 and
Under Car Lot.
Donnie Wncester

MOST, CAR FOR LEAST MONEY!
300 S. 4th
753-9586

Good Luck
Racers
;t easudty_fmaid liway
ILk
. 641 South, Puryear, TN

Four for All-OVC
If you believe the OVC coaches. the
Racerp enter the OVC Tournament with
unquestionable talent.
For the first time in the prograrn's
history, Murray State had four of its players named All-OVC.
Popeye Jones and Greg Coble earned
first-team acclaim, while Paul King and
Frank Allen were named second team
all-conference.
Jones and King were All-OVC repeaters, as Jones was named to the first team
and King to the second team last sezison
The Racers thus become the first team
since 1967 to place four players on the
All-OVC team and become the. onk
conference team other than Western .
Kentucky (now of the Sun Belt Conference) to ever have four all-conference
members in the same season.
The All-OVC team is selected by a ‘otc
of the league's head coaches.

.111
W-1,

759-1074 1-800-634-490

Tenne.

Great Herr McGee Gas

Racer
Oil Co.

e't
1

S:AtLi

-•,*:

pro/tech
AUTO CENTER
200 N. 4th St . Murray ).)

40

452
241

\.•
753-8001

M on.-Fri. 8-5

Another Four in- a Row
Not o'n1‘
the Racers and coach
Steve Newton achie..ed their fourth tor.secutiye league championship., but He_
Racers ha.. e the_ OVC Player of-the Year
. for the totlieh straight year.
Popeve Jones wa.s named as the league - top -player in 19v0-91 On - NIondze'. by ri
you: of the OVC coaches. Jones also
the award last seas in and former Racer
great and current'Los Angeles Clipper
Jeff Martin preceded Jones for two '.ears
as the conference player of the year.
Since the award began in 1963% the
Racers haYe nine times had'players selected player of the year. more than any
other past or present ()VC school.

Jones Closes In
Popee Jones ha- rn,i%Ld -till
Shaquillc ONcal in the nati,Inal
rebounding race.
()Neal and Jones ha‘e been one-two
;in rebounding for yin(
the entire
season, but Jones is now within striking
distance of the consensus All-Americ.e t
As of Monday,()'Neal leads the nati. .{1
with 14.6 rebounds a.eam._, w hile .1,
averages 14.3 board,.
Jones continues to hay c the hest siodle
game rebound performance.
hi
rebound effort again', \
C, •
on Feb 11 in Murray.

Your Local Long
Distance Company
-Because 'were here and these
other guys. well, thelfre then:

1-800-333-1708
Paducah (502) 444-0520

Are you paying too
much for Mobile
Home,Insurance?

Cunningham
Auto Repair
502-753-68:11
619 S. 4th Street • Murrav
"Total cur core from tune-ups
to major overhauls"

STOCKA1DE
MORA

753-0858
1000 Chestnut - Murra
AAAA A

.1d)74

.5tO'S

Before thee game
' stop by for a
visit with
Ron & Joyce Salim
and the crew at

Visa-MasterCard-Discover
Kerr McGee Credit Cards

•Tune-Ups
*Oil Changet
•Brake Work
•M'Qfflërs
!General Service Work
'"Allen Smart Engine
Analyze'

.694
z

LOOKIN' 611 SUPER SHELL
GOOD! "Service is our business"

OPEN
24 BOORS

CAR CARE

Pct.

"

753-0440
Bel-Air Center

753-9131
. 641 S. 516 S. 12th
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PURDOM
THURMAN
& McNUTT

An in-depth automotive air conditioning
and heating service
and repair performed
by Kevin Lamb,technician,formerly ofRo Ho.

Shell

men to
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Not onk haYe the Racier- 'n or shared four c.,nsee
the )VC regular-season
titles. but. as you might expect. the Racers haYe
more games in the last four years
than any other c,.nferenc-e sch,
both inside the league and
Since.
h-a, •,F1 almost -744- pertent
all of its-games and
emerged ‘ict(•7i,,tis in
arnakifi-g-s6 percent ot its e'(nftrene earnes.
.Middle Tc rinessee has bc.eri the ,,:cond most successful team
during the !at four
rears. Winning two-third,. ot its games and 64 percent it it - ()VC contest
s.
Below us a c.imposite record listing 1 all 0‘C members during
the la'st fazueseasons.

"Guaranteed Lowest Prices and
Best Service"

7534830

We're behind you
all the way.
Good Luck!

A %%inning Tradition'

11RAVFI lGIJCV

Night
753-1234 or

Day
753-9132

Thi

You may qua!y
tor laser rates

Dan c utt
SouthsIde CM. Sq. 753-4451
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MSU to offer OSHA course
"Laboratory Standard Training"
will be offered on Wednesday. March
6 from 8 a.m. to noon in room 205 of
Roy Stewart Stadium at Murray State
University.
The course will emphasize OSHA
requirements for laboratory personnel
and Key elements in the -chemical
hygiene plan. Participants will be
provided with guidelines to enable
them to develop a chemical hygiene
plan, training outline and overall
laboratory compliance.
The fee for the course is 5275 per

person with group rates available. For
more information about this course
and others offered by Murray State'ss
Occupational Safety and Health
Training Center at (502) 762-3385.

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

MATHCOUNTS

by Jeane Dixon

WEDNESDAY. MARCH 6, 1991

This seminar will later be offered as
a two-day course which will provide
_additional laboratory safety procedures as outlined by OSHA and
prudent practices. The two-day
course will be designed for laboratory
management, safety personnel, as
well as laboratory employees.

Army Central Identification Laboratory has arranged to receive the
remains in Hanoi on W-ednesday4
The remains will be flown to the
Army identification laboratory- in
Hawaii for evaluation in an attempt
to establish individual identification, the Pentagon said.

The Kentucky Education Reform Act
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Vietnam to return remains of servicemen
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Vietnam says it intends to repatriate the remains of seven bodies
which may be those of Americans,
the Pentagon said Monday.
A U.S. repatriation team including members of the Joint Casualty
Resolution Center and the U.S.

TUESDAY, MARCH 5, 1991

Murray Middle School's Mathcounts Team took a close second to
Paducah Middle School in chapter competition Feb. 23. Paducah
Middle won the competition with 44.75 points to MMS's 44 points.
Both teams will advance to the State Competition in Louisville, March
16. Calloway County Middle School took third place. MMS placed
four individuals in the top 12 places as Tracy Pervine led with a
fourth, followed by Wade Benton with fifth. Keisa Bennett with
eighth and Angela Fairbanks with 12th. Calloway Middle's David
Jones placed second overall and will advance to state competition as
an individual, while Andy Rose took seventh place. MATHCOUNTS
combines the efforts ofeducation, business and the technological Community to promote math excellence among
junior high school students. MATHCOUNTS builds skills, promotes strategic problemsolving, and gives students the experience of dealing with complex
numbers. Pictured above, from left are: Jayson Brittain, Wade Denton, Keisa Bennett, Tracy Pervine and Angela Fairbanks.

The Primary School Program
likely to do well, stay in
ool, and
Local school districts have imple- graduate.
mented several new educational
Younger and older students are
programs because of the package of together, just as they are in their
laws known as the KERA (Kentucky families and neighborhoods. Having
Education Reform Act), which has -.different age groups together teaches
been recognized across the nation as children to understand individual
one of the most innovative and poten- strengths and v.'eakness'es and respect
tially the most Influential legislative other individual differences.
effort, ever. undertaken- to improve
_ Teachers and parents can get to
education. The Kentucky State De- know each other better and communipartment of Education has provided cate better about the students'
information'for the community on
progress..
many of these changes and the reaSlower learnings are not "held
sons for them. This is the fourth in a
back" in a grade as their classmates
series. For more information contact are "promoted." All children move
the Murray City Schools at 753-4363 from group to group according to their
or the Calloway County Schools at own needs.
753-3033.
It won't be easy for schools to make
Imagine a school in which your thi:s change, will it?
Kenlake State Resort Park is hostchild can't fail. Picture your child
ing the second annual. Songwriters' sheet. The panel will hear and critique
Teachers will have to learn to teach
as many songs as time permits.
playing and working with other childWeekend March 29-30. ;
•
on more than one level. Classroom
Kenlake State Resort Park is offerren — some younger. some older. all
There will be concerts on Friday
scheduling will be more challenging.
ing
package rates for those interested
excited about learning, all moving
and Saturday evening and a discusEveryone will have to think in new
in
attendi
ng. The package includes
ahead as they are ready to learn new
sion on publishing ahd songwriting on
terms and not try to measure student
the
worksh
op.
skills and explore new ideas.
Saturday.
achievements according to the graded
For people interested in participatIf you can picture that. you have an
The weekend is devoted to songsystem. The primary school program
idea of how Kentucky's new primar\.
writers. There-will be-a-panel discus- ing in the workshop hut not staying at
will
joke
effort
and
coopera
tion
on
school program will work. Childrension on publishing and licensing or- the park, there is a workshop fee.
everyone's part, but the effort promFor more information contact Kenwill enter the program at ac five and
iginal songs on Saturday morning-,
ises
a
better
lake.
educati
on
State Park at 1502) 474-2211 or
for
our
childremain in that program until they are
beginning at 10 a.m. That afternoon. a
ren.
write
the park at: Rt. 1. Box 522.
ready for fourth grade. Using proven
"cassette roulette" session will afford
_Who will decide when my child is
Hardin
. Ky. 42048-9737.
techniques, teachers will help young
songwriters a chance to have their
children learn the ‘vay they learn best ready for fourth grade?
songs critiqued.
Teachers will decide. just as they
-L by moving, touching, exploring.
This year's panel is made up of Joe
do now, but they will hive better
doing.
Gibson - a publishef,- sorig diStribuior
standards to use when making ,that
and Nashville Record producer.
Your child will not be under presdecision. The standards will be prosure to4carn specific lessons or skills
Shelby Kennedy - a representative of
vided to every school district by the
ASCAP which is a music licensing
at specific times or "keep up" with
state.
other children. Instead, your child will
organintion and two ASCAP songMost children in fourth grade are
learn and mature at his or her own
writers.
The spring fire season opened up
about 10 years old. What happens ifa
- There will be concerts on Friday
pace. Your child will follow the lead
Friday.
March 1, and the Calloway
7- or 8-year old is- able to do fourth
and Saturday evenings beginning at 8 County Fire Sc.,_Rescue Squad hopes
of some children an be, a leader for
grade work?
p.m. On Friday evening ASCAP that people comply with state
others, because all children will he
Many educators think a child worksongwriters Carl Jackson and Larry regulation.
achieving different skills according to ing
far ahead of the normal learning
Cordele will perform. Cordelle wrote
their own learning schedules.
Through May 15, it is illegal to
level may not be that far ahead in other
Ifeartbreak Hurricane" and "High- burn between midnight and 4:30
The-primary school program puts
areas such as physical or social deveway 40 Blues."
p.m. No fires should be set in dry
an end to "cookie cutter education." It lopmen
t. Districts may decide it
On Saturday evening Alan Rhody, or windy conditions and it is
shapes school to fit every child, not_,
would be best for such a young child
who wrote "I'll Be True To You," will against the law to burn within 500
every child to fit-the school. No longer
to stay in the primary school program
perform and .host an open stage, feet of a wooded area at any time.
will a sense of failure cause our and
work on special projects that
The Forest Service and violators
cencert for area songwriters.
youngest students to turn away from
would expand his learning and keep
People interested in participating in will be cited. For more informalearning. Imagine the future for child- , him excited
about school. Local eduthe "cassette roulette" session should tion, phone 75374112 or contact
ren, who get such a positive start at cators
will decide how fast is too fast
bring an original song recorded .On a Ron Talent, Kentucky Division of
school!
to be in the best interest of a child.
cassette tape along with a typed lyric Forestry.
Won-'t my.ciuldstillmovefrom first
What happens if a 10-year-old
grade to second grade to third grade.
' cannot do fourth-grade work?
. No,because Kentucky will have no
The reform law does not set age
first, second, or third grades. or levels for completing the primar
y
kindergarten either. The primary school program. It says a child
must
school program is totally different, successfully complete the
program
but it is a tried-and-true, effective hefore entering fourth grade.
Kenapproach. Your child will move tucky educators are still'decid
inghow
through the program until she is ready
to megure fourth-grade readiness.
. for:the fourth grade.
When that is determined, decisions @NM=
When will my child's school switch
will be made on what is best for 10from the traditional grades to the
year-olds who are not ready for
primary school Program?
fourth:grade work.
All schools will have a primary
As Low As
school program in the 1992-93 school
year. Some schools may decide to
start sooner,
MINIM
Many Styles
kh) is Kentucky s-witching to the
Low,
primary school program?
Low Prices To Choose From
Kentucky students have not been
achieving as well a.s we know they
can. Research has shown that children
do well in 'primary programs. KenLARGE
Hort
tucky's children deserve a prygram
SELECTION
that allows them to be the bect they
I
OF
can be. •
BEDROOM
If there are no grade levels, how
SUITES!
will I know my child is making
During March
progress?
Now through May 31, your
Teachers will know what skills
local F FA chapter earns moyour child has learned ond what he has
ney everytime you buy a
not. There will be a system for
CAROUEST heavy duty farm
keeping you informed.
filter So when you stock up
What are the advantages of a"
on CAROUEST filters for the
primary school - program?
coming season be sure to
In a primary school program. stusave the CAROUEST filter
dents experience success from the
IMMO
box top containing the CAR start. They feel good about themQUEST part number Your
selves, about learning, and about
local FFA chapter will earn
school. That means they are more
25 for each CAROUEST filter box top they collect ahd
mitiCRArr
redeem
through
CARQUEST
Only CAROUEST protects
See Our Great Selection of
your equipment and helps
Sofas, Chairs, Loveseats
F F A members continue the.
and Recliners
proud tradition of farming.
Stop by and stock up today'

Kenlake Park to host
Songwriters' Weekend

- Spring fire season
begins, residents
urged tO be careful

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE changes are likely. The social
',elle
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: looks lively tonight.
You are well-organized. good-huVIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept.
The
mored and engagingly: direct. Ro- emphasis today is on ads 2.2):
ertisin
g.
mance wilt be happiest in June. when publicity and literary efforts
. %lake
lov ed one recognizes your creative contact with your siblings.
talents and encourages ytiu to de- optimism is contagious! You Your
reach a
Y clop them. Count on your career to major decision about your propert
y
get a giant boost in August or - Sep- or career.
tember. Higher-ups will show their
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22i: Moe
appreciation for the splendid job you an alternate plan ready it major
do on a -top priority assignment minor changes occur. A drainalor
next October:A financial windfall in incident makes romance c‘en uiori.
late fall will make Christmas espe- exciting. A kind word or thought
ful
cially merry! •
present will help you mend some
CELEBRITIES BORN ON emotional rences.
.
—THIS DATE: artist Michelangelo.
S6ORPIO (Oct. 21-Noy
slugger Willie Stargell. announcer humanitarian project captures
your
Ed McMahon. director Rob Reiner. attention. Finish what has been hangARIES( March 2I -April 19): The ing fire and move on to new opport
emphasis now is on the fulfillment of nities. Spend the evening reading uand
hopes. wishes and dreams. You could relaxing at home:
get a second chance in business.
SAGITTARIUS (N0‘. 22-De,
Romance hplds a delightful surprise 211: Get in touch w ith VIPs and then
for those willing to forgive 4nd.for- branch out. Consider the tinank.f:
11
get.
cost ot publicizing a recent effort Do
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): your homework before tacing tho:c
Curb a tendency to shy away trom who will ask- probing question,.
people with influence. There is a lot
CAPRICORN Dec.22-1.111 In.
they can do to hrlp you. Keep up with Your innoYative ideas will
be w el I important correspondence. Share received by influential people.
Keep
secrets only 'with your toyed ones.
the romantic side of your life under
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): wraps. Spending should he held
to
Eecal matters .and publishing con, minimum.Postpone purchasing-no a
n- tracts are in the spotlight. It you feel essentials.
ambivalent about something. seek
AQUARIUS jan. 20-Feb IS solitude and think things out. Mone- Seek the guidance of expert,
and
tary gains are likely later in the week. give credit to those Ps ho help yii
C.ANCER dune 21.-July 22): Face Romantic partner will respond en
up to heavier Lundy responsibilities. thusiastically to a trip Be horiCq
A legal prObletri can be successfully. with someone you hope will he,oin„.
resolY ed. Romance is exciting but your ally.
may not last. You may have to reise
PISCES iFeb. 10- Mar.h 2(1 ,
your evening plans.
Settle your debts and curtail smidLEO (July 23-Aug. 22): -Get mg. Your optimism rubs It on tho.i .
caught up on your work and you will closest to you. DISCOlir•We `,I4int.'4)11L"
make important points with higher- you love from ruining your budget
ups. Focus your attention on your :The phone lines vsill hum-tonight '
property improvements, and other
TODAY'S CHILDREN Sre quick learners who seem to absorb k
edge like a sponge. They enjoy rattling off statistics that few people know . and
will amaze with their-excellent memories. A keen sense of color and tonn is
resealed in these Pisces' artistic endeavors. They are also interestet..1 in the
mystical and make innovative magicians. One
career will never he enough 1,,
express their many talents.
n••••••• i:et personallieddalls
.enis per minute tall 1-400-,004.--7KA •

from Jeane

t

re
,
sod and updated .0v. Jeane
k••••
Nstrol,i.:? Can Help 1 •iti Find 1.,11. Plat, in Clod:, Plan
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FAIN INSURANCE
AGENCY
Auto
IMole'
Life
IRSOM2
Home \ Mgr.
/ Health
A tradition in service
since 1981
Jim Fain

--(502)
I 753-0632 I

Tracy D. McKinney

614 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.

LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC

CASH
& CARRY

500 S. 4th St.

Open: likin-Fri 7-5 Sete-12

Sale
Expire
3-12-91

Visa-MC-Discover

MARCH

SELL-OUT!!

DINETTES

'169'
9

CAR psr

3 MONTHS SAME AS CASH!!

Tern perea Grass

TUB-SHOWER
- ENCLOSURE

filters

-Translucent panels
'Anodized aluminum
trim

Farm Sale

Auto Rental
Daily & Weekly
Rates

East Main St. 753-4461

Motor Parts
& Bearings
1109 Chestnut

753-8311

Recliners As Low As

Model 8600

I,S
t
.
.14
• '•

ot
ti
e
$99 oak"

MasterCard • VISA • Discover • Layaways
Mon.-Frl. 9-5; Sat. 9:30-3

Faultless
Entrance Lock
173700
Polished Brass

r

$849

202 S. 5TH ST., MURRAY • 753-4872
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CLASSIFIEDS

•

020

WANTED
TO BOY

1125
Nonce

Fire-cured, dark
air-cured, dark
fired or burley
base.
Please Call
492-8566
after 5 p.m.

FOR RENT
Close
Court
to
Square on 5th St.
5160.00 per month.
Call Ted Delaney
753-1916 for more
information.

DISCOUNT LUXURY
CRUISE Florida to Bahamas $209 per couple 5
days'4 nights Hotel paid
We bought oversupply and
will pass savings to you
Limited quantitt Call anytime 404 394 2M5

Coldwater
Fish- Farm
Tnploni, grass carp.
channel catfish, large
mouth bass, hybnd blue:
gill, black crappie. flathead minnov.s
G uaranteed heal:ltt

RUTHIE S University ELP
Station now open Sundays
Etam-5m

Orderdeadlinc

Keith's
ACROSS
Price abe:
Complete
total
Armed
conflict
12 Atmosphere
13 Loop
14 Where tne
Bdys 15 Fold
17 Perfume
19 Island oft
Ireland
21 Greek letter
22 Ear'y
.Leather belt
29-1. - Close
Range
30 Even
2
7fr nir
.1

, 3nt
oed

OIL
- 1REACT
-1R 0---W
REP
EDITS
-NEE

•

1 01,, iiightly
2 Be ill
3 Massive

-.

•

4

ir

f

Marra\ KY
Other fish delo.ery date.;
Apn,1 20 tti: May 25

17V A G 11STOLE
- lltETA
ORDER
MAR
-OWE
_RE
-t--N---T
TISSUEREAP
NA.111
S-A_I
1 0.S S
TURNTABLE
I R
C0D
I T
S I 11/44 P'l_---E T 0 N
'
D-0
T—S A R
OMEN
S-ER
IMMIEKH
ARAL1.1.
ENDURE
P LAYER

bird
61 Ship channei
62 Look fixedly
63 Everybody's
.uncle .
DOWN

V

Lawn & Garden
.. Center

Answer to Previous Puzzle

cheese
40 Merrymaking
42 Note of scale
43 Automobile
style
45 Moves back
47 Land
measure
49 Softal both
50 Strikes out
. 54 Exorbitant
rate of
interest
57 Anger
58 Go in
tightE x1i lessct
60 Extinct

••

4 Wild
5 Preposition •
e Pedal digit
7 Actual being
8 Remains at
ease
Pale

E

C.

1C:1

101 F
Cerns
caele arurtil 16 Seed coating
18 Consumes
20 At no time
22 Reveals
23 M,Js.ca, stud,
24 Cut
26_ 0
wyoars
r rhe,

•

,

1991 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
The ML --are Cata•
strophic C.nerage Act
has been repealed Your
need has neser been
greater for a ciimprehen.
sive Medicare Supplement plan :i)eductibles,
co-insurance ar d riinapprd
charges can
capae your out of pocket
expenses to rnoupt,up
The Part A deductible
:vu, or your 1.7:s:trance
must pay- has bern
creased to 562k in 19ff!
For more informati,,,

28 Sheets of
glass
3' Dwells
'oungste-

22

23

24

25

26

''''

28
rt.

2S.

30

32

normal
discourse
nernale horse
Meadows
t.AP-nc-anda
•...,
-•

34

35.

--..

5

3f_

39

i'

42
44

1

4.1'

... -

4

52

46

53

Looking for dependable. friendly
'people. Full or part
:ime: a:! shifts.
Apply

54

55

LI,

::„.E.C.,4
-5 m.4:3E

63

f.

r•

5 frO.T.r4 ,1

r:Y nAE '..01,E
2.7,''. —Qt:ED

40,0

400 NICE SINGLES LLST
INGS.. Send stannp Dovir
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UP to $15 hour processing
mail weekly check guaranteed Free details, write
SD, 12610 Central, Suite
255-TKY Chino, CA 91710
WENDY'S is now hiring for
day shift Must be available
between the hours of
7 4pm Must be , able to
work weekends Apply at
store daily between 2-4pm

7.-t46 6.06..r'E

7"

—1

•EXTRA INCOME -91Earn $200-$500 weekly
mailing novelty gift items
For more information send
a stamped envelope to Inc
P0 Box 602139 North
Miami. FL 33261

BABYSITTING in Murray
home Experienced mother
loves kids $35/wk fulltime, $1hr part-time Furnished snacks arid meals All
shifts-all ages 759-4967

FEMALE vocalist for
country western band Also
needed keyboard player
901-644 7162
or
90' 644-1260

I WILL keep and care for a
lady,or husband and wife in
my hon'ie in Hazel Experienced arid good references 492-8510

JOBS in Alaska Hiring Entry 'evel $600
weekl?
Construction Canneries.
Oil
Fields
Call
1-206-736-0993 Ext
1248B5

)

Iso •-t
. 1'
:
1.--r
-

EASTER Sale 25% off on
doll houses 10% off on doll
furniture Discounts good
the month of March Wood
N Crafts Cuba Road Mayfield, Ky 247-5936

4th & Chestnut

56

Read the Classified Daily
m 5774.-e

13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS NEED a job, A
GED? Hope for the future'
You may qualify if 'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma You are
between the ages 01 16 &
21 We are an E 0 E This
project is funded by the

• M.

5E
62

in peron

Jr. Food
Mart

McConnell 'Insurance Agency
753-4199

4.

Ankles
For Sale

LAB()RAlr.iRY SL PER•
‘ISOR, Murray State Uni
sersity Posit.un in Student
!LAM Sersi,es 13 S degree
ir Medical 1 cchnoliygy or appropriate science required.
certification as a medical
technologist Fry an acceptable
agency. a minimum of two
',ears of clinical experience
supcmisor!, ,expen;
ence preferred but not man
.clatory Must he able to per;
f.4rrn analysis and demons
trate profii_icncy in a sanely
-A routine iind specialized larioratory procedures Must
also demonstrate the ability to
operate Alifferent types of sophisticated elcc,trunic equipment Responsible for quality
uintrol pi"ograms and mamte
nari,e of laboratory supplies
1:me nine months, part
tree 'In the summer Salary
soriirnensurate withqualifiestears and expenence and a
c--rrp'ehen-sise employee
benefits plan is provided
Nppiii_ants shoud submit re• sumes along with salary re
uireFrireial.s ,and names and
-ad!'esses of three references
tor Roberta Garfield,'Adrnini
•strItor, Student'Health SC,
Vices, Murray State Umver
sity, Murray: KY 42071 F.OE
LANDSCAPING arid lawn care help needed Expen
ence in this area a plus
Retirees considered
436-5805

1N0
Business
Opportunity
LOCAL vending route Low
investment Company support 1 800 348 2444

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm
CASH for mobile home
tires 57 512 each We will
remove 527-2932
JUNK cars and trucks Ask
for Larry 753-3633
OLD Winchester rifles
single action Colt pistols
tfCrVil war artifacts Guns
swords etc Ask for Larry
753-3633

1981 HONDA Odyssey
good condition with new
rear tires. 1979 International Srrvit, 4 wheel drive
Lock out hubs. V-8 psrpb
and air Removable hardtop Good condition 15ft
AC disc harrow. dual
wheels, excellent condition 492 8425
BEAUTIFUL peach taffeta
gown with matching shoes
and lace gloves All $90
Also white satin gown with
sequins 570 Both size 5-7
759 4503

By GARY LARSON
MA4,013E TYING JON'S LIP.
iNTO A HNor wouLP
RELIEVE Mir' BOREDOM

-

BEDROOM furniture 1
dresser with mirror, night
stand and twin bed $225
Peach gray/white twin
comforter with 2 peach balloon valance $40. full size
peach wicker headbaard
$40 759-1293 after
5 30pm
FACTORY PIRECT FURNITURE Factory ovemans,
closecuts, first quality merchandise. Odd sofas. Sealy
and Simmons mattresses, sectionals, bedroom furniture,
some slightly damaged. No
prices by phone. WoodcutNext to
ters Murray, K
Kmart_
KINGSIZE waterbed 3rno
old 753-6470
SINGLE
753-6621

waterbed

9N FORD tractor with
scoop 4 new tires $16.00
436-2427
FORD 2000 diesel new
rubber all around Good
hydraulic Excellent condition 13150 753-1788 .
210

FIREWOOD for stove and
furnace Seasoned and
greenwood Cut to your order 753 9808 474-8086
A FIREWOOD for sale
4.37-4667

Illecsianeous
LAWN chairs of unusual
wooden design Also snake
bone earrings 759 4401 to
order
PLATE and
Gooseneck
753-6621

ball for
trailer

CHRISTOP,KER S COINS
still at Ox-Yoke Antiques
(Hazel). Treasure House
and Book Rack (Murray)
Also mail order service
Send for he price list and
'Collection A'15 different
U S coins 'Collections B "
21 different foreign 031f.15
$696 each $1295 both
Post paid 2 wk satisfac
bon guaranteed Free gift
with every inquiry Chnstophers Coins 1605 West
Main. Murray, Kentucky
42071 We buy coins and
appraise estates
753-4161

,• • ,
•

'

Full tit

WOODEN storage build
ings 8x16 starts at $1095,
10x16' $1424 50 12x24'
$2395 Other sizes avail
able Acree Portable Build nos 502-247-7831
TELL I-4ER ABCUT THE LITTLE
RED NAIRko61RM19F4RTU NAT E
SHE'LL NEVER WANT TO SEE YOU
A6AIN !NOW. MOST LIKELY, THE
LITTLE RED HAIRED GIRL WILL
SOMEDAY ALSO TURN YOU DOwN

TNEN YOU'LL NAVE
NOBODY AND SE
UNHAPPY'WREST
OF YOUR LIFE

250
Business
Services

—7(

•;
.s4

"You Just take your victim, slip 'ern into the flex0-tube, flip the switch, and the Mr. Coils o'Death
takers over."

J-5

•

PRIVATE Investigator
D B A. Confidential Invest
gations, Southside Shopping Center. Suite 8102,
Murray, 753-2641
SHARP copiers Authorized dealer for sales ser
vice, supplies, parts and
rental units Local company Call 1-800-248-4319

CLAYTON 1991 14 wide
Lots of options Only
$9995 Gateway Mobile
Homes 527-1427
$1911.00 per no. 1991 4 bedrooms 2 bath furnished delivered and setup. 11.75% interest 0.A.C. Keith Baker
Homes Hwy 79E Pans, TN

260

260

Radio

Mobilo
Noma For Rao

FISHER 27in console Tv,
stereo sound, 30 day warranty Like new $700
753-6339

SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking dts
tance to college 753 5209

270

Basins's
Rentals

Mobile
Homes For Sais
1 5 ACRES 14x80 3br 2
bath mobile home 3 stall
mechanic shop On Hwy
121 between Coldwater
and Graves County Line
489-2932
1987 MOBILE home 2BR,
2 bath, utility room central
HiA Will rent lot $50/mo
753-6633
2-12 WIDES Take your
choice only $1495 (Needs
some repair) Gateway Mobile Homes 527-1427
24tt PERRY travel trailer,
self-contained skirted insulated, underpinned Excellent condition brick patio privacy fence See at
Grogans Trailer Court 94E

complex
OFFICE
1600sq ft Central heat/air
ample parking security
system $550 per mo Con
tact Kopperud Realty
753-1222 Of 753-3372
SHOP on Andrus Dr
759-4782 days or
489-2255 nights
320

Apartments
For tirt
1BR upstairs apartment.
stove and refrigerator furnished 753-6148 after
5 30pm
2BR 2 bath duplex Appliances furnished with
microwave 1008A Northwood Dr No pets Now
available $450/mo
753-2905

$4,995.00. Excellent used
home. New furnace, plywood
floors, air conditioner, deliv- 2BR 2 bath with carport
ered call Bill Cook Keith Microwave Northwood
Baker Homes Hwy 79E Pans, $350/no 759-4406
TN.64 4 - 00 1 2 ,
28R house or 2br apart1 -800-533-3568ment near downtown
"CLOSE out sale" We are 753-4109
now replacing all our 1990
demonstrators These homes 2BR apartment in Northwood $260/mo 753-3964
will be sold Make us an offer
Keith Baker Homes Hwy 79E
DUPLEX apartment in
Paris, TN., 644-0012,
quiet residential area near
1-800-533-3568
University 2br, appliances
MUST selll 14x76 Fleet- $275/mo Call 753-8096 or
wood Buccaneer 3br, 2 full 753-2633
baths with new utility pole
2BR duplex in Northwood
and underpinning Resume Appliances
furnished
payments Of pay balance of 528-5imo 759-4406
$16,900 753-1932 after
28R upstairs apartment
5pm
Water furnished After 5pm
MUST sell 14x70 3br, 753-0087
bath 1985 mobile
home Unfurnished. avail- LARGE 2br, wid hook-up,
able immediately Asking garage, mini-blinds 1602
$10 200, but will consider Main $275 Coleman RE
any offer 759-15-52 before 753-9898
8pm
3BR duplex 753-9400
NEW 1991 1470 Clayton 435-4214

3br 2 bath You must see
the quality and decor in this
beautiful home Only
• $13,930atGatewayk4obile
Homes 527-1427

3BR family room, fireplace.
living and dining room
Central HA, stove and refrigerator
No pets
492-S634

REPOSSESSIONS - 2-14
%vides Take your choice
3br 2 bath real nice Make
approximately 2 back payments and move in Gate
way Mobile Homes
527-1427

A BRAND new brick duplex 2br, a/c gas heat, all
appliances No pets
753-7688 or 759-4703
nights

"USED 14 Wide" $7,995.00
Inducks delivery. 2 bedroom
F.K. This home is in excellent
condition. Call Bill Cook,
Keith Baker Homes Hwy 79E
Pans, TN.

EXTRA nice 2br duplex,
central HA appliances
furnished Very clean Coleman RE 753-9898

2 BEDROC
past Grave
121N Ste
Deposit an
quired N
489-2440

2BR gas hi
1615 Ham
Coleman F

2 story, 3t
dean housi
central hea
lege on
753-7634 t
after 4pm

FOR rent
room 2 batl
ated Large
Leaseidepo
pets 753 0

We buy ane
horse stoc
prices for g
ers Call us

225 N.

AP

Service or
rtfrigerati
microv.,av.

Facto
Tappai

753

st

COLONIAI
extremely
a lovely ne
or hobby ro.
only a fess

Ii
711 Main

WANT a taster refund?
Why pay more for Mac
Pomo filing? Our prices
start at $20 001Call Hodge

Noel and Associates, tie
moms $ax professionals at
1104069 or 759-1425

iSI Job Fair $$$ ..a3b Fir $M Job Fir $U Job Fir Mit you missed the opportunity to talk a new career in
trucking at the Mayfield Job Fair

Great News!
If you think' you've got what it takes
be in Paducah, KY March 7, 1991
From 1-6 p.m.
Thrifty Inn 1-24 @ Exit 4, Room 108
If you have the desire to be a professional trucker.
now's the time to make it happen Tn-State SemiDnver Training Representative will be present to
pre -quality for training CRST will be hiring experienced and non-expenenced drivers
JTPA
Kentucky Displaced Workers Program
Sponsored by

Tri-State Semi-Driver Training, Inc.
with CRST Trucking

Mural -Cc
pmt idtng
ikentuck
the (4414,11i

MEDIC/
MEDIC)
Certifica
Clinical
required
Full, pai
for detail
I
(502)762

Local classroom training Financial Aid available
Resident training Middletown Ohio

For further information call collect
(618) 997-8150

WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!
If you need any form of Life
Insurance, IRA, Major Medical,
Medicare Supplement or Nursing
Home Insurance just give us a call.
We will check with several
companies to give you the best
possible rate and benefits and
deliver the information to you at
your home. If you decide td buy a
policy from us, we also give you
free claim service.
Our office is in Hopkinsville Fed.
Savings Bldg., 7th & Main, but
when you need service, all you
have to do is call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4109

•••—••••-•••••••••••••
•

TAKING
section 8
apartment!
rooms Apj
Hardin
502-4.37 4

FURNISHED 2br apartment with carport central
H/A 753-6609

•
4

NEW 2b
pliances,
owner o
Ridgewoo

Firewood

UTILITY trailer
$250 753-4832

4

• .

6 OAK spindle-pressed
back kitchen chairs. 1930,
already stripped Set, $180
753-6147

210

THE FAR SIDE

• -

GUN cabinet for 12 guns,
solid walnut and walnut
veneer, 7x42 wide gold
occassional chair, antique
solid oak dinette set, large
solid oak desk white office
desk 753-9822

WOOD for sale 753-9745
759-9739

r

DO YOU STILL LIKE PE66Y
JEAN'TI4EN HERE'S Li)14AT
'YOU SHOULD 00.

Mot&
Noose For Sale

WHERE were you 72462"
Pick any memorable date Western Kentucky Private
and receive a framable. Industry Council- JTPA
quality printed certificate Call JTPA Out Of School
outlining the trends arid 7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8
happenings of that day
8a m 11 30a m
MILLIONAIRES MILGreat idea for birthdays
LIONAIRES PANG reunions etc Send $500 NEEDING dependable in
cash or check to A Touch dividuals with own trans- BURN'S CANDY IS BACK
IN MURRAY. Charlie's
of Past PO Box 531 Murray, portabon for kitchen work
Call for appointment Safe-T Pharmacy
Ky 42071 Money back if
436-5496 or 436-2524
not delighted
ORDER the spa designed
NOW hiring! Paw's and MI
for you Murray Hot Tubs
Bill's Restaurant_ Part and
115 S 13th St
full time employees for all
positions 502-362-8844 or RASPBERRY sequined
ACT NOW' Excelien
gown Size 5-6 straight
362-42%
wages' Spare time as
and strapless For prom or
sembly Easy work at PERMANENT part time re- competition Worn only 30
horne No experience Cali tail sales position at Per 1
minutesl 753-6558
Imports Experience pre1-504 641-7778 Ext. 2329
SUNTAN
booth 753-3488
ferred
weekends
Some
reOpen 24 hours:including
quired Apply in person WHITE
Sunday
wedding dress and
9arn 6pm 1205B Chestnut veil never
used Size 9/10
*BONUS INCOME •91"' St
Very beautiful Call for deEarn $200 $500 weekly
mailing Easter cards and SEAMSTRESS - Experi- scription or to see $350
gifts For more information ence only Apply in person (901) 247-5816 (Puryear)
send a stamped addressed 308 Main Bold Liquidators
envelope to T&J s cards SERVICE station attendant
and gifts P0 Box 430780 needed Moderate me
Appliances
South Miami FL 33143
char s work Apply in perSEARS
Kenmore 16cu ft
son to West Main Chevron
COASTAL Mart 717 S
chest freezer Almond
1417
W
Main
12th Accepting applica6mo old 437-3081
tions Apply in person TELEPHONE COMPANY
8-4 pm
JOBS. Start $7.80,11r, your TAPPAN 30in gas range
$100 436-5394 After 5pm
DRIVER needed for part- area Men and women needed.
time light pickup and deliv- No experience necessary. For WHIRLPOOL chest freezer
call
100.4 ft $200 753-7944.
ery Small car helpful Call information,
1-900-226-2022, ext. 3482,
..:udy 759-1226
6ann-8prn-7 days-51295 fee.

489-2495 or
489-2246
Delker date:
Sat., March 16,
3-4 p.m.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

270

Kelp
Wanted

Personals

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
'II' Cur 4
r%425
$268 62 mo •
Call Gene at 753-2617
'Pius Tax. Title & License
411 lb Closed End Lease

OFFICE SPACE

150

On0

•
•

E;
At the
Broad
Nice 3 be
dining no
carport, 1
workshop
repair. R
Terms: 21
passing c

si
Da

I
•

370
530

Livestock
& Supplies .
NEW 2br duplex Ap
plances, energy efficient,
owner occupied 1821
Ridgewood Dr 753 7457
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bed
rooms Apply Kildale Apts
Hardin, Ky
or call
5024374113 EHO

8 YEAR old gelding horse
saddle, bridle and blanket
753 2791

AKC SCOTTISH Terriers
and miniature Pinchers
$200 901 648 5697

Houses
For Rent

COCKER Spaniel puppies
Blond red, not registered
$40 1 382 2369

2 BEDROOM brick 1 mile
past Graves Co line, Hwy
121N Stove/refrigerator
Deposit and references re
(loved No pets $275
489-2440 leave message

HAVE an obedient well
mannered safe dog You.
train classes or we train
Professional certified trainers serving Murray for over
12 years 436 2858

2BR gas heat appliances
1615 Hamilton $275/mo
Coleman RE 753 9898

AKC Golden Retriever puppies $150 shots &
vi4 or med
901-644 1850

340

2 story, 3br 2 bath nice
dean house $425/mo gas Peg's Dog Grooming
central heat Close to col- 753-2915
lege on Farmer Ave
753-7634 before 10am or
after 4pm
•
FOR rent/sale 4 or 5 bedroom 2 bath, newly decor- COMMERCIAL property
ated Large fenced in yard 2800sq ft next to golf
Lease/deposit required No course or, N 16th and Utpets 753-0932. 753-5898 terback Rd 753-0521 or
436-2165 after 5pm
370
KOPPERUD REALTY of1Jvestock
fers a complete range of
& Supplies
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
We buy and sell new,used homes, all prices
horse, stock trailers Fair 753-1222 toll
free
prices for good used trail- 1-800-251 HOME Ext.
ers Call us first' 759-4408 711L

1

Murray Fire Extinguisher
Sales & Service

225 N. 2nd St

759-1999

.24 Ndur Answering Service
•Free Pick-up & Delivery
'We- Service Any Types

4
in
Sr

APPLIANCE REPAIR

or

Service on all brands: window air conditioners refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers microwaves- dishwashers - gas & electric ranges.
1
,
en

p,
)2
1E

Factory Authorized Repairs For.
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341

or

753-1270

Steele-Alibiing'', Inc.

F.

e,

0-

PROPERTY for sale Lqcated in Coles Campground Penny and Kirksey
community Small acreage
or mini farm Call 489 2161
after 6pm
AUCTION your real estate
property to settle your es
tate Call Wilson Real Es
'*ate 753-3263 or Wayne
Wilson 753-5086 or Dan
Miller 435-4144

13

N Bagwell Manor from
$10,000 753-4389
LARGE wooded lakefront
lot on main channel One
mile from Kenlake adjacent
to Manna 502 489 2455
LOT in lakefront subdivision Access to three boat
ramps beach campground and swimming
pool $3000 Financing
available 753-5541

2106 South Main Benton Ky 6 rooms 1 bath, new
siding, new triple pane certie windows insulated
doors with lead glass, 6
shade trees, fenced in
backyard, 2 decks, asphalt
driveway carport and gar-

2BR brick 1 car garage
newly remodeled
753-6633
2BR with appliances, ceiling fan carport, fenced
yard. outbuilding Priced in
$20's Coleman RE
753-9898
3BR 1 bath in city Fenced
backyard Low utilities and
, priced in $3Q's Gall
753-48Q173BR 2 bath brick in city 411h
new carpet, paint and wallpaper Fireplace with insert 2 car garage large
outbuilding Immediate
possession Priced to sell
at $72,500 759-1233

4BR 3 bath, 11
/
2 story Vinyl
siding 7. mi south of Coles
Campground Church
Acreage available
$125000 OBO 753-7975

Kopperud Realty

PRICE reduced 2br brick
large rooms remodeled
Stain Master carpet low
utilities Coleman RE
753-9898

753-1222

al

WATERFRONT, Ky Lake
subdivision 4br 2 bath
covered deck 354-6006

101
,

.170
Murras-Cullowa.s Count Hospital leader in
pnwahng auahrs healthcare in Western
ikentucks and Northwest lennes.see announe es
the fOiloasnk•p;i;Of.eneng

MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST OR
MEDICAL LAB TECHNICIAN:
Certification by the Registry Board of
Clinical Pathologists or equivalent is
required.
Full, part & PRN positions available.
For details contact:
I 4-iir
(502)762-1106

)4.13

`‘t

MURRAY
CALLOVAY
CUUNTY
HOST'FrAL

• ‘11irr.iv Kentui

44.

1977 VOLKSWAGON
Rabbit runs terrific Great
on gas Blue, 49xxx miles
$200 OBO 759 9728
1978 BUICK Regal Good
motor, new tires $850 Call
753-5292

Motorcycles
1982 MODEL
Odessey 250
502 753 9762

Honda
motor

1986 HONDA V65 Magna
753-2473 after 4 30pm
1988 POLARIS 4-wheeler
Trail Boss 250cc Like new
753-0728

CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, I block from MSC
dorms
kAATHIS Transmission and'
Automotive Service 624 N
4th St 753 6374

1981 MAZDA RX7 $1250
435-4129

1986 PLYMOUTH Voyager
LE Has ps'pb cruise tilt
elec.tric seat and windows
Nice, $6500 753-7516
1987 DODGE Daytona
Loaded T-top low miles
753-6675

PURDOM
MOTORS
1300 121 Bypass
Murray. Ky.

Real Estate & Personal Property
Sat., March 9th, 1991 at 11 a.m.
At the late Mrs. Mattie L. Buster home, 804
Broad St., Murray, Ky.
Nice 3 bedroom brick house, l'/2 bath, living room, kitchen,
dining room, large family room, storm doors & windows,
carport, large outside building large enough for garage and
workshop. This is a super nice place in a very high state of
repair. Real estate sells at 12 noon.
Terms: 20% down day of auction. Balance in 30 days with
passing of deed

Wayne Wilson Real Estate
Wayne Wilson Broker
So. 12th St., Murray, Ky. 753-3263

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
135-1 1-14
See Thursday's paper for personal property listing.

1984 CUTLASS 2 door
$2000 759-1449

BUILDER new homes
garages additions remod
eling framing decks pa
tios solar green houses,
pole barns Experienced
carpentry Tripp Williams,
753-0563 after 5pm

KITCHEN CABINET RE
MODELING with wood
grain formica all colors
Free estimates Wulff s
covery, Murray 436-5560

1988 MAZDA 929 4 door
sedan loaded with °citrons,
New maintenance tree bat
tery New Michelin tires
Gray with burgundy leather
interior 50,000 miles THIS
IS A GREAT PROBLEM
FREE CARI Price $11,500
Call 502 247 5840

CH1M Chin) Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior citizen discounts We sell chimney caps and screens
435-4191
COMPLETE home repair,
Carpentry, electric and
plumbing, also appliance
repair Including refrigeration and AC 753 0318

1988 THUNDERBIRD
turbo coupe Great shape
all the extra" 49xxx miles
Phone 527-3762

CONTRACTOR Portable
buildings, pole barns, general home improvements
Quality work for less Customer satisfaction guaranteed Free estimates L E
Williams 489-2663

1989 FORD Escort LX
Auto 4 door 753-6633
ton
Used
Trucks

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete service on all central
cooling all makes and
models Call Gary at
759-4754

1979 CJ5 Jeep 6 cylinder
good shape, needs pain
pob Best offer 474-8.820
1982 CHEVY pickup 1 ton,
flatbed, 4 speed 16xxx
miles 437-4456

LICENSED for -electric
gas. refrigeration Installa
tIon and repair Free estimates 753-7203

1987 CHEVROLET pickup
PS/PB, air condition, AM/
FM cassette short-wide
wheel base, 32,000 miles
436-2524, 436 5496

1991

Olds Cutlass
Supreme
4 dr.. all pwr .
cruise. cassette 2 to
choose from
.
1990 Pont. Bonneyille
SSE
Loaded

1990 Pont. Sunbird
Cony.
Ail pwr . 2 to choose
from
1990 Buick Park Ave.
:oaded
1990 Cadillac Seville
1990 Cadillac Deville
3 to choose from
1990 Olds Cutlass
Supreme
2) 2 dr wer
-equiPPed
'1990 Olds Cutlass
Supreme
4 dr. pwr windows
pwr. locks
1990 Pim% Grand Prix
4 dr.. keeled

1989 Cadillac
Brougham
New Make Offer,
1989 Cadillac
Brougham
Low miles. loaded

1989 Cadillac Seville
Extra clean

1989 Cho. Blazer 4x4
:_oaded, StIverado oiqg
1988 Olds Delta 88 Bro.
1 owner loaded 1987 Buick Park Ave.
1987 Olds Delta 88 Bro.
1 owner loaded

1987 Olds Delta 88
'5.900
1986 Nissan Truck
New bres. sunroof,
1986 Ford Crown
Vic. Wagon
' owner nice car
1984 Olds Ninety
Eight Bro.
'4,500 & Under
1984 Buick Century
Ltd.
1983 Buick Park Ave.
1978 Chev. Blazer 4x4

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
ROCKY COLSON Horne
Repair Roofing, siding
painting, plumbing concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307
ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel, sand,dirt, drive
way rock 753-4545
753-6763, 759-1823

Junior Thorn,
Operator

EXPERIENCED painter
paperhanging, wall coverings, furniture refinishing,
touch-up and blending
436-5002

V
V
✓
✓

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing tree work
436-2642
GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for tree estimate

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

•

-Drop by & 7S7
5 591
00
1.1f showroom
409 SJ•IBURY MURRAY 'Pk
f4 y Bread)
-0h 141,, .,4,
Pt ,

Ads must run three consecutive days.
No changes will be made in copy.
Paid days will run first.
No rebate will be given if cancelled
before expiration.

All standard rates on classified reader
ads will remain in effect. If you are a
regular classified customer and your ad is
already scheduled for March, you will
automatically receive the benefit from the
sale.

Take Advantage
Th
sl
O alsd

HAULtNG, yard work, tree
removal, mowing. Free estimates 759-1683

SAVE!

Call

7to5pla3ce4you9r1ad.8

PLUMBING - Free estimates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753-4200

ANY remodeling, building,
painting & roofing Free es
timates References
435-4632
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30 years experience Bobby Hopper,
436-5848
BAC K HOE Service ROY
HILL Junior Thorn. operator 30 years experience
Septic system drive-ways
hauling, foundations, etc
759-4664

Now that we are ethering our "garage sale season." we
want you to be informed on our policies.

BILL Travis trucking for
gravel, dirt, fill sand and
white rock 474-2779

We do work 2 days in advance to better serve
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. and 10 a.m. on Satu you.
rday.
Yard sales do have to be paid in advance and are $7.
50
per day.

V..--

For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by

FOR SALE BY OWNER - '88.500

3 Bedroom, 1 3/. Baths - Eke. Heat Pump
Appliances, Like New- 14'x 16 Patio Deck- 18'
Octagon Gazebo- Large Outdoor Hot Tub
- Plus
I Bedroom Apartment, Addttonal Income. 3,000
sq It, Under Roof. Corner Lot in City Limits.

MU-nay
Ledger & Times classified department

Phone 7534873

'"'••••• "*"••••••••■•••••••••••••••-..
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INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

Electr•

e

The sale is open to everyone,as long as
they meet the following requirements:

HADAWAY Construction
Home rernodehng painting, wallpaper, carpentry.
floor covering No lob too
small 753-4251

Storm Doors, Storm
Windows, Heat Tapes,
Anvil White Roof, Anvil
Silver Roof.
Ph. (502) 492-8488
Hwy. 641 S. Hazel
Best Prices
* Quality Results *

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

(6 days-2 days free, 9 days-3 days free)

G W CONSTRUCTION,
Gerald Walters rootiiir- painting, vinyl siding all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489-2267

Get Your Home
Ready For Winter!
K-Rok & T-Lok
Vinyl Underpinning
Miller Furnaces

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOWONKING

FREE

(502) 759-4664

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

* Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Service

YARD work mowing and
painting Free estimates
753-8463 after 3 30pm

Run an ad '3 days
get 1 day

Specialitin2 in Septic
'Links. Sewers. Foundations. Ifiniiin2. etc.

DIVE boat Fully equipped,
16 fiberglass, 75hp motor,
drive-on trailer, compressor and engine 762-4219
evenings

ALPHA Builders Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, mainte
nance, etc Free estimates
489-2303

WILL do yard work and odd
lobs of any kind No job too
small 759 4401

March Only
31) Years Experience

A B Masonary brick block
and stone Will do any type
of large or small jobs, Guarantee quality work
489-2982 anytime

WILL do plumbing All guar
anteed 435-4169

Classified Ad
Sale!

Back hoe Sen ice

1990 CHEVROLET 4x4
black Silverado Loaded,
short wheel base
753-9467 after 6pm

Al TREE Service Stump
removal spraying, hauling
yard work and -mowing
Free estimates 753-0906
after 5pm, 759-9816,
753-0495

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaning
servicing $15 most repairs
$35 all brands 3rd Street
Almo, Open 9-12, 1 5
Mon Fri 753 0530

MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492-8561

1989 SILVERADO Dark
blue, low miles sharp
753-7387

EVINRUDE 35hp motor
electric start Steering
wheel arid remote controls
oft pontoon
$125
436-2427

Services
Meted

SURE WAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including
60f1 aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
A LICENSED electrical operation at a lower com
pefibve cost Free esticontractor JAMES C GAL
mates without obligation
LIMORE ELECTRIC Corn
mercial and residential fast Day Of nite 753-5484
courteous and efficient ser- T C Dinh Repair and Mainvice 759-1E135
tenance Plumbing and
Electrical
Cleaning
MAG S Errand Service of
fers housesitting grocery Sewer 1210/1212 Main
shopping postal and bank- Street 753 6111 office
ing needs, etc 753-9630 753-0606 after 51YTI
Mon Fri 8 5 References

Roy Hill

1989 CHEVROLET S10
Topgun Excellent condition
Low mileage
753-7102

753-5315

41x4

ESTATE AUCTION

Services
Offered

1979 COUGAR XR7
loaded white excellent
condition 753-0548

age, alot of inside and outside storage A real bargain
at $39,500 753-6394 before 5pm, after 527-1116

COLONIAL FIL:Y OF THE YEAR—Describes this
extremely well-maintained 4 bedroom,21/2 bath home in
a lovely neighborhood. Beautiful hardwood floors, study
or hobby room,and fenced back yard with lots of trees are
only a few of its many features. S115,000
711 Nllain

1969 OLDS 98 New roof
new seat covers power
windows less than
100,000 miles Call
753-1913 after 5pm

LOT on the lake Water, 1983 MERCURY Marquis
septic tank field tile
V6 local owner $2000
electric pole Ready to • 753 4389 753-5960
hook up to camper trader
1985 FIREBIRD Low mior house 753-4060
leage sunroof, new tires
LOTS for sale Gatesboro custom wheels 5 speed
area 753-0800 759-4577
V 6 Fl excellent condition
$4895 395-7891

3BR 2 bath brick Extra
nice Price reduced
759-1751

is

Used
Cars

530

Services
Offered

1987 RED Pontiac Sunbird
G T 4 cylinder automatic
Very sharp $5200
753-3704

490

1976 DODGE Charger SE
PS/PB air needs body
work $950 753-7907

LI-

all

NEW and used fires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 1215
753-5500

530

Used
Cars
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Brooks tips 'Hat' charts

OBITUARIES

UNIVERSAL CITY, Calif. (AP)
— Garth Brooks, who came out of
nowhere With his hit "Friends in
Low Places." led Academy of
Country Music Award contenders
Monday with seven nominations,
including trip entertainer, record,
album, song and video.
Perennial country favorites Alabama and Vince Gill had five nominations apiece, followed by new4‘....11r-imarae
comer,Alan Jackson, with four, and
veteran Reba McEntire with three.
• •cl•
-,••••••••
,The 26th annual presentation of
•'•
the academy's "Hat" trophies,
hosted by Clint Black, Kathy Mattea and George Strait, will be
shown on NBC-TV during a twomule"
hour special April 24 from UniverVolunteers with the Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad conduct
sal Amphitheatre. ‘.
training at the former home of Ray Dunn in Midwax.SAturday. The
The academy's 5,000 mcmhers vote on nom,home, hea$ily damaged by fire this fall, was donated by Dunn for the
-nations in 12 categories. The nominees
included. .
all-day training sessions.
E.ntertairter of the year Chita Black, Garth
Brodlis, Reba McEntarc, Doily Parton, George
Strait
Male singer Clint Black, Garth Brooks.
Vince Gill, George Strait, Ricky Van Shelton
Female singer • Mary Chapin-Carpenter, Patty
'Aweless. Kathy Mattes. Reba McEntire, Tanya
Tucker
Duct- Baillie & The Boys, Vince Gall-Reba
Editor's note: AP correspondent tral Iraq witnesses have said their'
McEnure, Sweethearts of the Rodeo, The Judds.
is open rebellion against Saddam's
Johri Rice left Iraq two days ago
•
Tanya Tucker-T. Graham Brown
rule.
Group Alabama, Desert ROW Band, KenIn the capital, some hulls have _ tucky Medi:alters, Restless Mart, Shenandoah
By JOHN RICE
New male singer • Alan Jackson, Doug Stone.
reported seeing huge murals of
Associated Press Writer
Tnu.
Saddam defaced. although reporters Travis
New female singer Matraca Berg, Carlene
and,
nearBaghdad
parts
of
touring
Carter,
Sbc:by Lynne.
AMMAN. Jordan — Since Iraq's
New group or duet • Canyon. Pirates of the
no
days
sawrecent
cities
in
by
defeat by the allies in the Persian
Mississippi. Prairie Oyster.
such. display.s of opposition.
Gulf War there have -been unprece- Single record-. "Fnencis in -Low Places:"
News of those killed and wound- Garth Firooks;,..-Ilere in the Real World," Map
dented murmurs of dissent by
Jackson, "Likehos in My Mind," Alabama.
ed in the war is only just beginning
Baghdadis, who are increasingly
'Nelt to_ You.. Nest ...to Nte,'' .5harian4oah.
sofdiers
to reach-the public as,,
willing to criticize Sa dslArn
"When I Call your Name," Vince Gill.
Song • "Here in the Real World," Alan Jack •
return from the front. For most
Hussein.
'
son. "Friends in Low Places," Garth Brooks:,
Baghdadis, the accounts, from sol- "Jukeboa
Even_ a few. months ago Iraqis.
in -My'-lvfittd-,---Altliima; -The
diers are the. first word nf the Dance," Garth Brooks, "When I Call Your
would not haye dared speak out
Vince Gill.
against their leader. who has vio- crushing defeat their army suffered. Name,"
Album: Akre in the Real World," Alan
The war over Kuwait, the second
lently suppressed Opposition during
Jackson, "No Fences,- Garth Brooks; "Pass I;
waged at Saddam's behest in a On Down," Alabama, "Ricky Van Shelton
his I2-year rule.
decade. was widely unpopular in III." Ricky Van Shelton' "When I Call Your
- "We don't want Saddam HusIraq. and some: Iraqis blame Sad- Name," \,7.c
sein.- a young man whispered to a
dam
for the war's devastation.
Western reporter last week as
'It's terrible. It's all black'
another nearby lra-qi defended Sad now - said a man on a Baghdad
dam— a defense that was transstreet (Omer. "It all depends on
lated into English by a gosernment
Federal-Stale Market_"on Service "larch 5 1001.
official.
one Man."
kentucks Purchase Ares liog Market Report Includes 4
Ree_e_gtv ct610,FAL 555 narrows& Alta
Rusplkiauons
..A_shonkeeper d issn.. _goy.of - -this, would. stead.- :5 higher,
, NOWS 100 nigher
moral.
ehnment claims of at least a
have happened- if Saddam had
t • 1::30:50 lbs .... ........ .....
110130
lbs .................
I
•
1.2
yietors over the allies said: "We
pulled Iraqi troops from Kuwait by I •: 30-25:
lb,
147,0-4R.0il
all know we got nothing- from the
Jan. 15. the deadline imposed by I • 3-3 :60-r lbs---------------------------546 <0-3" s(I
sows
war oyer Kuwait. Now we hase
the U.N. Security Council. The
00-40.un
I • I ro-mo lbs
540.00-4100
I • 3 300-400 Ms
to "•••-k about the government. man. like other Iraqis who spoke
14100-13.0n
1 4310.c2c lbs
maY'be serioasly.out against Saddam, spoke on con- II •s: 13
145.00-r 50
,25 and up
--S3'.00-30.00
Is 2,3 300.500 lbs_
,
southern and. cen- di:ion. of anonymity.
ars P3 40- 35 50

Mrs. Louella Marchese
Mrs. Louella Marchese, 82, died
today at 4:30 a.m. at her home at
400 South Ninth Street, Murray\
Her husband, Henry Marchese.
died Feb. 14, 1987. She was born'
Aug. 30, 1908, in Metropolis, Ill.
Survivors are one sisters, Mrs.
Dorothy Feuler and husband, W'altcr. Murray; one 'brother, John
Booth and wife, Myra.' Orleand

a.

Park, Ill.; one niece, Evelyn Bayless; two great-nephews, Tony'
Bayless and wife. Teresa, and John
Morris and wife, Lisa.
Coaveside rites will be Thursday
at 11 a.m. at Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Friends may call al Miller Funeral Home of Murray after 9 a.m.
Thursday.

Mrs. Retta Cooper
Services for Mrs. Retta Cooper
will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. at
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church. The Rey.: Jirri,'
AlfordjU offiCi4iC,
Burial will follow in the church
cemetery with arrangements by
Miller Funeral of. Hazel where
friends may call after 2.p.m. today
(Tuesday).
Mrs. Cooper, 91, RL 2, Haz,e1.
died Monday at 4:45 a.m. at

Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include one daughter,
Mrs. Evelyn Coles and husband,
Hilman..Rt. 2. Hazel: one Son,Earl
wife.. Gracie Nell, Rt.
1, Hazel, two sisters, Mrs. Roszell
Lconi and Ms. Myrtle Latimer.,
Detroit. Mich.; one brother. Jesse
Latimer, Rt. 1. Puryear. Tenn.; 12
grandchildren. 13 greatgrandchildren, eight great-great-grandchildren.

Iraqis criticize Saddam

William Eugene Carrigan

1.

William Eugene Carrigan, 61.
Paducah. died Thursday in Amado.
Ariz.
A member of a Catholic church,
he was the son of the late William
A, Garrigan and 'OpalSimmons
Carrigan. One son preceded him'ir.
death.
He is survived by one SISIC.
'Anna: Houser. PaLMrs.

cah; one brother. Ray Carrigan,
Hardin.
Services. will be_Wednesday at 1
p.m: in the chapel of Lindsey Funeral Home. Paducah. Thomas Paw ley, will officiate.
•
- gurial wi1 follow in Woodiawn
Memorial Gardens, Paducah.
Friend, may call at the funeral
holte:an:r p r. Today CT-tic:day ).

Mrs. Anna M. Sympson
F-

f‘')"

Anna

\17,

N.°
• \
.
1

a: La a
NIrs. Sympson.
died- Salarda
Hospita:.

:
- husband.

Robert Syrrips'On, two: daughters.
Mrs Paula Smith. Indianapolis.
Ind.. and Mrs. Patricia Thompson.
Des Moines. lOwa: One sbn. Marvin
Sympson. Mayfield: three grandchildren: fcar sisters. Mrs. Mildred
Bisig. 11r, Betty Mamillia. Mrs.
Dorothy M. her and Mrs. Deborah
Shoemaker,. and :four brothers.
WiHam. Pai..mond. Rober: and
(s.
--Lot
-

HOG MARKET

Mrs. Dollie McKendree
\I's

Tcf.. °,-)"

:oda%

D.
—

Mayfied The Rey W c
• s•.
\tay Anderson is officia:ing
PaI.5earers are he Larry R,
Tony Harris. Rodney Perkins. Larry McElwavne. David Morerieid
and Monty Slohler. Burial will fol..
,ow in New Liberty Cemetery.
Mrs. McKendree. 66. ,R: 5.
!Mayfield. died_ Sunday at 12:15

sarY:yors are 177,:,:
lad\
d. Mrs
Kathy Miller. Hickory
Mrs.
Jean Schroader. Murray. three
son,. Philip James and Kent James.
R: 5 Mayfield. and Marty James.
R:. I.
two sis:ers. Mrs.
Pcari Riley. Gob, and Mrs. Robbie
Pig. Farmington. fOur brothers
RaYmond and W ilford
,:::`Of Mayfield. and Harchei
Smi:h. Cadiz. nine grand;:r.:,:nr.:
M'N

Victim took cyanide cold pill
one day before her marriage
TACOMA. Wash. AP, — A day
after she unwittingly 'took a
cyanide-laced cold pill, Kathleen
Danek.er ended a yearlong divorce
and remarried.
Three days after the Feb. 8 wedding. the 40-year-old mother of
three became violently -ill and died.
A 44-year-old man from the
nearby Olympia suburb of Lacey in
western Washington died a week
later of cyanide poisoning after he
also took Si:deed 12 Hour decon2
gesnInt capsules. _A second woman

Marshall Wya• tt
Fina: rlIeS for
were Sunday a:
chape, of Collier Fur.eral
Be.r.tor., Dr. Ben Boone officia:cd.
Enlorr.bmen:
:n fir.27.1 7
Ma s.c
Mi.
a
Napes. F.

%,:than of
)
,0 1k.ar• II. he
77.27 ..'.:•hdr of Marsh.a::
a-a two daughters.
San Dtego. Calf,.
Se'.. Marietta, Ga..
a-an. Kimberly Clark
arir4.i.v.aak

' •-

Video. "Come Neat Monday," K.T. Oshn,
"The Dance." Garth Brooks, 'Love Can Build
a Bndgc," The Judd:, "Pas it On Down,"
Alabama. "here I Am," Lyle Lovett

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 10:00 AM
:in-s7
,•••••

;

Industrial Average
.37.1)
Previous Close
2914.11 )
Mr Products
4 A.T.C•Class A
465
113
1441+5
1/0
:A: ),
AT&T
33/4 + ns
Bank of Murray
.521/4
Bell South
Briggs & Stratton........... 31.sio
c
Cs
hrysleo
x c rrp„
14''a.'a
38'4.lia
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen. Store ..., ,9
4711
413 +103A
is
Fyion... '
3
533s/i
s:33//114 I
,
Ford
)
(ood
;aenerraiclhMotors......... 3914.'/4 ,
,(
4034.'Is
23/a
1 .3/I
Go6dyear
-1.B.M.
13ria + 04
Ingersoll Rand
51'4.
K Mart
3914.13/4
K . Utilities
21'4.III
Kroger
22311.1112
L & G Energies
39'/Ii unc.
i McDonalds
'
3:'
4
3 53/41:
cs.• a
Oats
(... (Jlj.Pake
Sears
Quakerr
ne.-n.................---..-..3112.'a
Snap•On Tools............. 31 .3 a
63'4.
er
c 1 ST.......................... 1"1
4231/14.34::
16Pa.I.,
/\ TTAA:ne;mlavalc;.(";•ai'r2rttrnh
14 • I 2;
( C.F.I.'. Yield
6.40
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Add tuira 11 infiarmalion At.ailable
L. pon Request
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414 Main Si.
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Lou V. McGary

poisoned by a tainted Sudafed capsule lapsed into a coma Feb. 2 but
_
has since recovered. -

753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Independent General Insurance Agent
Representing ,
Insurance Companies

Manufacturer Burroughs Well;me Co. of Research Triangle
Park. N.C., on Sunday voluntarily
ordered -.a-nationwide recall of the
er-the-coun:er Lpsules..•

have a variety of coverage in all types of Health & Life Insurance.
*I have a variety of_prices. *I can fit the coverage and price for each

*I

"Free help in filing claims for my clients"

The three Yictims took capsules
from blister packs with the same
serial number. bought at different
s:ore, •••illiin roughly 30 miles of
"

-

Byron Presley Boyd
ByronPres-.0 Boyd. 9.2. retired.
postmaster a( -S‘ediiiia.
Sunda,yat 1:55.p.m. at Community Hosp-ital, Mayfield.
He had serYed as postmaster at
Sedalia for 331,2 years retiring in
1968. He was a member arid deacon of Sedalia Baptist Church and
a former trust-et of Mid-Continent
Baptist Bible College.
The son Of ,the late Thomas Jefferson Boyd and Willie Alice Jone,
Boyd, he also was • preceded in
death by -one sister. Mrs. Ruth
Cook. and _three brothers, clif:on.
Clan's and Novel Boyd. .
Survivors are his wife. Mrs.
Orma Lassiter Boyd: one daughter.
Mrs. Carolyn Herndon, Greenville
Ala.; one son. Byron P. Boyd Jr.
Cadiz: two sisters, . Mrs.
Howard, Farmington.- and Mrs.
Lexye Waldrop, -Mayfield: seven
grandchildren: seven greatgrandchildren.
The funeral was today at 10:30
a.m. in the chapel of- By:rn Funeral
a-

Congressmen
work oh 2nd
spinding bill
By ALAN FRAM
Associated Press Writer
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The lawmakers, getting a chance
to. reassert themselves after a wartime lull, will also work on a second spending bill Tuesday, this one
calling for $627 million more than
Bush wants for military health
insurance, infant care and other
programs.
"We have the responsibility to
appropriate, just as the president
has the responsibility to review our

appropriations." House Speaker
Maims S. Foley, D-Wash., said
Monday.

Home.----Mayfield. The Rev..- Ray
Pr(,-,Viy•Y and the Rev. Charles Blair.
officiaded.
Pallbearers were Stephen Boyd.
John Byron Boyd. William B. Farrar Jr.. Thomas Boyd Farrar. Dr: G.
Baldree and Gary' Whitlow. Honorary pallbearers.. Were
deacons of ‘:- (.4alia Baptist Church.
Rex. Raymond ,Smith and the
ReY. George can Cook.
wa, in Beech Urove

Selection
of

Gene Buhmann

The • family requested that
h, of sympathy take the
f077. ".• .:',nattons to Sedalia Bapth's buiding fund.

Wallpaper
Books
30%

Acer-fiviveredre.rxweireinceedinixiceimedervemeaccermwxnexce..-

Spring Break Special

Off

Before you leave for your vacation let us
service your automotive air conditioner.

CARPET SALE

Auto Air Conditioner Service
Price includes:
Up to 2 lbs. Freon - one oil
change
check complete air
conditioner system - tighten belt
if required.
*EPA Approved Equipment

$2495
+ Tax

•ASE Certified Technician

All Month
Buy 20 yds. or more and receive

FREE Installation!
1.111
.

Large Selection In Stock

If;

Framed Pictures On Sale

KIM
Pie
•
11
:
111

"The oldest independent repair shop in Murray."
•
1 10.
II

Cunningham Auto Repair
619 S. 4th Street

502-753-6831

Bel-Air Decor

U.
U.
I.
MI

U.
I.
U.

Bel-Air Shopping Center
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